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 In this thesis, thin film single, binary, and ternary metal oxides of iridium (Ir), 
ruthenium (Ru), rhodium (Rh), and palladium (Pd) were synthesized for use as 
electrode/microelectrode coatings for neural interfacing applications using DC reactive 
magnetron sputtering. Synthesis conditions which enhanced the electrochemical 
properties of films as measured by cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy in a phosphate buffered saline solution of the single metal oxides were 
identified to be 30 mTorr working pressure, 20% oxygen partial pressure, and cathode 
power densities ≤ 4.9 W/cm2. These parameters were then used to develop the binary and 
ternary metal oxide films. The binary metal oxides studied included Ir(1-x)Mx where M = 
Pd, Rh, Ru, and the ternary metal oxides studied included Ir(1-x-z)MxMz
’ , where M,M´ = 
Pd, Rh, and Ru. The binary metal oxide concentrations which produce robust 
microstructures and exceptional electrochemical performance have been identified to be x 
≥ 0.5 for Ir(1-x)RhxOy, x ≥ 0.34 for Ir(1-x)RuxOy, and x ≥ 0.14 for Ir(1-x)Pdx Oy. Similar 
compositional regions have been identified for the ternary metal oxide systems, these 
include x ≥ 0.16 and z ≥ 0.05 for Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy, x ≥ 0.13 and z ≥ 0.04 for Ir(1-x-
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 Materials science and engineering (MSE) is a discipline that is intimately 
connected with the technological progression of mankind. Historical terms which 
highlight technological progress such as the “Bronze Age” (3500 BCE) which demarks 
the use of Cu-Sn alloys to develop harder tools and weapons or the “Iron Age” (1500 
BCE) in which further progression was achieved through the use and alloying of Fe and 
Fe-based compounds to create even stronger tools resulting in even greater changes to 
society are a few such examples. Regardless of the era, it is clear that materials science 
and engineering plays a pivotal role in the advancement of human civilization.   
Materials science involves the investigation and classification of the relationship 
between the structure and properties of a material while materials engineering involves 
the design or engineering of material structures to exhibit certain desired properties. The 
scope of material structures ranges from subatomic such as electronic structure, to atomic 
which includes arrangements of atoms, to micro and macroscopic structures i.e., those 
that can be observed with a microscope device or with the naked eye. Material properties 
on the other hand, can be characterized into seven categories. These include biological, 
mechanical, electrical, magnetic, optical, thermal, and chemical.  In addition to the 
structure-property relationships, the synthesis and performance of materials are also 
critical components to MSE. Thus, the discipline of MSE can be wholly defined as the 
interrelationship between the process, structure, properties, and performance of materials 









 Ceramics are compounds that are often but are not limited to materials consisting 
of one or more metallic elements and one or more non-metallic elements. These materials 
include but are not limited to oxides, nitrides, carbides, and sulfides. The bonding of 
ceramic materials ranges from ionic to fully covalent or a combination of both. More 
often ceramics bond ionically with the metallic atom acting as the cation (positive 
charge) and the non-metallic atom acting as the anion (negative charge). The crystal 
structure of ceramics must obey the law of neutrality (the crystal structure must be 
electrically neutral); thus, the oxidation states and the relative sizes of the cations and 
anions will influence the crystal structure to meet this criterion. 
 The properties of ceramic compounds are dictated by their constituent elements 
and the types of bonding that occur. For instance, bulk ceramics are brittle due to the 
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strength of ionic and covalent bonds which is in contrast to metals which tend to be more 
ductile due to the comparatively weak metallic bond strengths. In addition to brittleness, 
ceramic compounds are likely to possess characteristics such as transparency, chemical 
durability, hardness, high melting point, and under most circumstances, these materials 
are electrically and thermally insulating. Some exceptions to these characteristics exist 
such as those observed in perovskites (14,15), MAX phase carbides and nitrides (16–18), 
and solid catalysts (19,20). 
1.2 Thin Films 
 Thin films are materials that can range from a few nanometers to several microns 
thick and act as an intermediary between monolayer and bulk properties and are utilized 
in a variety of applications which include those shown in Table 1.1. Thin films can be 
defined in many ways. Some constraints include having a high surface to volume ratio, 
possessing material properties that are volume dependent, as well as possessing surface 
and near surface properties that may deviate substantially from their bulk counterparts. 
Additional differences in thin films from their bulk counterparts result from the non-
equilibrium conditions common during synthesis which can lead to the growth of 
metastable structures with unique and unusual properties not achievable in bulk materials. 
Unlike bulk solids which have consistent properties throughout their volume, the 
aforementioned surface and near surface properties of thin films can be tuned through 
alteration of synthesis parameters such as background pressure, gas and impurity 
concentrations, particle energies, substrate temperature, material, and orientation, as well 
as a host of other parameters. As a consequence, the material properties of thin films can 




Thin Film Properties and Applications 
Thin Film Property Applications 
Biological Osteointegration, Fibrointegration, Anti-fouling 
Electrical Insulation and Conduction, Photo and Piezoelectric, 
Semiconductors 
Magnetic Data Storage, Antennas 
Mechanical Tribological, Hardness, Adhesion, Tolerance, 
Micromechanics 
Thermal Thermocouple sensors, Heat Sinks, Thermal Barriers 
Chemical Catalysis, Electrocatalysis, pH Sensors, Corrosion 
Resistance 





1.3 Neural Interfacing Devices 
 Neural interfacing devices can broadly be defined as devices which are able to 
record or modulate electrophysiological information by directly interfacing with neural 
tissues via an electrode-tissue interface. A depiction of the electrode-tissue interface 
interaction is provided in Fig. 1.2 (21,22). Generally, devices that measure or monitor 
neuronal signals in the body are referred to as recording devices while devices which 
inhibit or stimulate neuronal signals in the body are referred to as neurostimulation 
devices. Implantable neural interfacing devices are utilized in a wide range of 
applications including but not limited to the investigation of neuronal signals in the brain 
with high spatial resolution to better understand and diagnose neurological diseases and 
disorders (23–25), cardiac modulation and defibrillation through cardiac stimulation  and 
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sensing (26–31), robotic limb control and restoration of motor function through recording 
and transmittance of neural signals from the motor cortex to prosthetic devices (24,32–
36), treatment of chronic pain through spinal cord and peripheral nerve stimulation (37–
40), treatment of diseases such as Parkinson’s and epilepsy through vagus nerve via deep 
brain stimulation (41–47), as well as sensory restoration through the use of cortical and 




Figure 1.2. (a) Schematic of a pulse waveform for a stimulation pulse in tissue from an 




1.3.1 Electrode Materials 
 Electrode materials, due to their role in directly interacting with neural tissue 
(through either modulation or recording of neural signals), must be selected carefully to 
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ensure that no irreversible damage occurs to the tissue or electrode while 
implanted(21,52–55). Thus, to ensure long-term efficacy of devices, electrode materials 
must be biocompatible to reduce the occurrence of fibrotic encapsulation. Otherwise 
performance will be reduced over time due to the insulative nature of the fibrous capsule, 
or, in some circumstances may result in implant rejection (56–60). Another important 
factor is the chemical stability of electrode materials (corrosion resistant). This 
characteristic is important in sustaining electrode electrical properties as well as 
minimizing the generation of toxic metal ions in the body which can lead to large scale 
inflammation (61–63). Some additional considerations include having good mechanical 
properties such as compliance and adhesion to ensure electrodes can be handled and 
implanted without loss of functionality, good electrical conductivity, and excellent 
reduction-oxidation (redox) stability to ensure long-term charge injection capabilities 
(52,53,64).  As shown in Table 1.2 many metals and alloys have been evaluated for use 
as electrode materials. Among the materials tested, those that match closely with the 
aforementioned criteria are the heavier transition metals such as gold (Au) (65–67), 
platinum (Pt) (68–70), iridium (Ir) (71), and alloys such as Pt-10%Ir (53,72,73).  
 No material exchanges charge strictly through faradaic or double layer 
mechanisms. Instead one mechanism (though not always the case) will dominate 
depending on reaction rate, potential window, structure, and chemical stability of the 
electrode material (74–77). Noble metal materials are able to inject charge primarily 
through faradaic redox reactions with small contributions from a pseudo-double layer 
related to ion confinement and diffusion at the surface (22,64,78). Non-noble metals such 
as stainless steel, nickel chromium, and titanium, due to their comparatively slower 
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faradaic processes, primarily exchange charges through pseudo-double layer capacitance 
via adsorption and desorption of a counter-ion monolayer (53,55). Regardless of the type 
of metal, electrode dissolution can occur wherein oxidized metal ions at the surface will 
diffuse away before they are reduced and redeposited back on the interface which can 
reduce performance and cause harm to surrounding tissue over time (79). This effect is 
much stronger in the non-noble metals and alloys, as a consequence they’re used on 





Neural Interfacing Electrode Materials 
Electrode Material Suitability Failure Mechanism 
Gold Suitable Corrosion (very long time scale) 
Iridium Suitable Corrosion (long time scale) 
Platinum Suitable Corrosion (long time scale) 
Tungsten Suitable (short term) Corrosion 
Tantalum Suitable (short term Corrosion 
Titanium Suitable (short term) Corrosion 
Copper Unsuitable Corrosion/Necrotic/Inflammatory 
Silver Unsuitable Corrosion/Necrotic/Inflammatory 
Iron Unsuitable Corrosion/Necrotic/Inflammatory 
Nickel Unsuitable Corrosion/Necrotic/Inflammatory 
Platinum-10% Iridium Suitable Corrosion (long time scale) 
Platinum-8% Tungsten Suitable Corrosion (long time scale) 
Platnium-10% 
Rhodium 
Suitable Corrosion (long time scale) 
Stainless Steel Suitable (short term) Corrosion 
Nichrome Suitable (short term) Corrosion 
 
 
 The trajectory for further refinement of neural interfacing devices is in large part 
predicated on increased miniaturization of devices and electrodes which enable higher 
spatial resolution, precision, and reliability (21,52); these characteristics are particularly 
important in improving operation and efficacy of neuroprostheses which require single 
unit (recording of one type of neuronal cell) or multi-unit (simultaneous recording of two 
or more types of neuronal cells) recordings of neuronal cells (80–82).  Additionally, 
increased miniaturization of neural interfacing electrodes and devices will further reduce 
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trauma in patients during implantation leading to faster recovery times, a lowered risk of 
infection, and improved quality of life. To this end, bare metal electrodes are effective in 
applications not constrained by larger electrode geometric surface areas (GSA) or lower 
charge injection limits (83–85). However, they lack the charge injection and low 
impedance characteristics necessary to operate as microelectrodes without exceeding the 
potentials and currents where water electrolysis can occur (water window) which can 
cause irreversible damage to itself and/or the surrounding neural tissue (62,63).  
1.3.2 Electrode Coatings 
 The ideal electrode/microelectrode coating possesses properties such as high 
charge storage capacity (CSC), high charge injection (Qinj), low interface (electrode-
tissue) impedance, a high electrochemically available surface area (ESA) to GSA ratio, 
excellent redox and chemical stability, excellent biocompatibility, mechanical stability, as 
well as the ability to be deposited on nearly any type of electrode regardless of shape, 
size, or electrode material. In an effort to match these criteria many materials (Table 1.3) 
have been investigated for use as electrode and microelectrode coatings. Platinum group 
metal (PGM)-based electrode coatings are often used due to their pseudocapacitive 
charge exchange mechanisms which allow for high charge injection, making them useful 
for interfacing with neural tissues which have high dielectric constants and threshold 
voltages (84,85), such as those found in the brain, as well as applications which require 
high specificity (microelectrodes/neuroprosthetics) when interfacing with neural tissue. 
Typical PGM-based electrode coatings include ceramics such iridium oxide (IrOx) 
(71,86–88) and more recently ruthenium oxide (RuOx) (89–91) thin films, as well as high 
surface area metals such as porous platinum and platinum black (92,93). For applications 
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where tissue requires lower charge injection such as cardiac sensing and pacing, films 
which utilize double layer capacitance (effectively no chemical reaction) are utilized. 
Typical materials include fractal zirconium (ZrN) and titanium nitrides (TiN) due to their 
chemical and mechanical stability, high charge storage, and high ESA (low impedance).  
In addition, non-ceramic and non-metallic materials have been investigated including 
conductive polymers such as poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene)(PEDOT) (94) and 




Typical Neural Interfacing Electrode Coatings 
Electrode Material Primary Charge Exchange Mechanism 
Iridium Oxide Pseudocapacitive 
Ruthenium Oxide Pseudocapacitive 
Porous Platinum Faradaic 
Platinum Black Faradaic 
Titanium Nitride Double Layer 
Zirconium Nitride Double Layer 
PEDOT (doped) Pseudocapacitive 
Polypyrrole Faradaic 
Carbon (graphene, CNT) Faradaic 
 
 
1.4 Motivation and Objectives 
 The treatment of many neurological diseases and disorders are traditionally 
achieved through the use of pharmaceuticals and major surgery. The use of 
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pharmaceuticals is appealing due the diverse number of drugs that are available in the 
treatment of a wide range of conditions, the relative ease of intake by the patient, and the 
relative ease of production. However, pharmaceuticals lack specificity in their treatment 
and can become less effective over time due to drug tolerance development (99). 
Additionally, pharmaceuticals can come with many peripheral and downstream adverse 
effects on immune, pulmonary, cardiac, and sexual function (100–103). Furthermore, 
extended use can also result in insomnia, depression, fatigue, and dependency 
development which can lead to overdose.  On the other hand, major surgical treatments 
while necessary in some circumstances can often be very traumatic to the body and 
comes with a greater risk of infection. Moreover, this treatment option often requires the 
use of pharmaceuticals to assist in the long recovery times needed to restore quality of 
life.  When compared to more traditional methods of treatment, implantable neural 
interfacing devices supplant many pharmaceuticals and major surgical treatments due to 
their high specificity and efficacy which minimize or outright eliminate many of the 
peripheral and downstream effects associated with pharmaceuticals. These devices often 
require only minimally invasive implantation leading to shorter recovery times and 
reduced risk of infection, and because of their method of operation, negative effects such 
as dependence or treatment tolerance are not present granting long term efficacy via 
chronic implantation. 
 As previously mentioned, the continued advancement of implantable neural 
interfacing devices is in large part predicated on the development of materials that 
enhance communication between the tissue-electrode interface and thereby increase 
miniaturization. The investigation of new platinum group metal oxides for neural 
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interfacing applications has been limited to primarily IrOx and more recently RuOx (89–
91). IrOx coatings have been extensively investigated due to their excellent charge 
exchange characteristics, biocompatibility, and chemical stability. Cogan et al. has 
studied various types of IrOx, including electrodeposited and sputtered IrOx thin films, 
based on earlier work by Kang et al.(22,104–106). While others have explored thermally 
prepared IrOx thin films (86,107,108). Wessing et al. describes the use of RF sputtering 
and synthesis pressure dependence on IrOx thin films in his thesis (109), while Chen et al. 
details the use of chemical bath deposition (88). The numerous fabrication methods for 
IrOx have been thoroughly detailed by Jang and Lee (87) in their review. Among the 
methods of synthesis, reactive magnetron sputtering stands out due to excellent coating 
uniformity, the high degree of control of deposition parameters, and repeatability, making 
it the dominant synthesis method for neural interface coating fabrication. Synthesis 
methods for RuOx on the other hand have not been as extensively investigated for neural 
interfacing purposes though Atmaramani et al. and this author both have used reactive 
magnetron sputtering to create RuOx thin film coatings (89,90).  
 The properties of IrOx including biocompatibility, stability, and degradation have 
been intensively investigated. Maeng et al. studied the cytotoxicity of neuronal cells in a 
viability assay (110), while Gobbels et al. performed a similar viability assay with a 
different polymorph of IrOx (81). Additional in-vitro tests performed by Cogan et al. were 
also performed which investigated two different physiological electrolytic solutions, as 
well as in-vitro comparisons of charge injection limits of Pt and IrOx microelectrodes 
(22), while Negi et al. performed a similar investigation of charge injection capacity in-
vitro of platinum and iridium oxide microelectrodes (111). The breadth of in-vitro and in-
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vivo investigations of IrOx is vast, with many studies demonstrating the longevity and 
biocompatibility of the compound. For these reasons, as well as its early use in cochlear 
implants (112), IrOx has been thoroughly investigated and is often touted as possessing 
many of the desired properties of neural interface electrode coatings (78). Despite this 
thorough examination of IrOx, an under-reported characteristic IrOx films is the growth a 
of nanoflake microstructure, which while associated with excellent electrochemical 
performance, is mechanically fragile. This can often lead to a reduction in its charge 
exchange characteristics and reduction in its functionality and longevity when handled 
and over time as this author and others have demonstrated (81,89,111,113,114). Thus, 
there is still a need to identify and develop new materials for implantable neural 
interfacing applications which exhibit the excellent electrochemical and biocompatible 
properties of IrOx while not developing unfavorable mechanical and microstructural 
characteristics. Among these new materials are other PGM single metal oxides, as well as 
PGM binary and ternary metal oxides.  
 This dissertation outlines the synthesis and characterization of known and newly 
investigated PGM single metal oxides and PGM binary and ternary metal oxide solid 
solution thin films for use as implantable neural interface electrode coatings. The single 
metal oxides investigated include IrOx, RuOx, RhxOy, and PdO. The binary metal oxide 
solid solutions studied include Ir(1-x)Mx oxides where M = Pd, Rh, Ru, while the ternary 
metal oxide solid solutions studied include Ir(1-x-z)MxMz
′  oxides, where M, M´ = Pd, Ru, 
Rh. The objective of this dissertation is to identify the processing parameters, structures, 
and properties which result in oxide thin films possessing favorable neural interfacing 
electrode/microelectrode characteristics i.e., high charge storage capacity (CSCC), low 
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Platinum Group Metals  
This chapter provides an overview of platinum group metals, platinum group 
metal oxides, and their applications. 
2.1 General Properties 
 Platinum group metals (Fig. 2.1) are a collection of d-block (4d and 5d, groups 8, 
9, and 10) transition metals which share general similarities in their physical and 
chemical properties and include Ru, Rh, Pd, Os, Ir, and Pt (115).  The similarities and 
differences in the properties of PGMs can be explained through examining the “heavier” 
PGMs of Os, Ir, and Pt. The heavier elements possess a fully occupied 4f orbital as 
shown in Table 2.1. As a consequence the elements are subject to the “lanthanide 
contraction” that results from the nucleus having greater attraction to the 6s electrons due 





PGM Electron Orbital Structure 
Metal Noble Gas Structure Orbital 
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However, as Bond (2) points out, a greater contributor to the atomic contraction 
and the partial occupation/splitting of the valence orbitals of the “heavier” PGMs and all 
5d transition metals are the relativistic effects on electrons in elements with a Z > 50. For 
such atoms, electrons must move at relativistic speeds to overcome the electrostatic 
attraction of the positive nucleus with a resultant increase in electronic mass described by 







  (1) 
 
where mo is the rest mass of the particle, v is the speed of the rest particle, c is the speed 
of light, and mrel is the effective relativistic mass. The relativistic corrections for the 
electron orbitals and atomic size are shown in Fig 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 and demonstrate that 
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with relativistic correction considerable changes occur in the d, s, and p orbitals with 








Figure 2.2. This shows the calculated outermost atomic energy levels for molybdenum, 
tungsten and seaborgium, (assumed to be analogous to palladium, platinum, and 
darmstadtium. The left-hand part for each element shows the non-relativistic values (NR) 








 Consequently, small differences in energy exist between valence orbitals, and the 
atomic size difference between the “lighter” and “heavier” PGMs is considerably smaller 
than anticipated. Therefore, many of the important properties shared by PGMs and the 
differences between the “lighter” and “heavier” PGMs, such as the formation of chemical 
complexes, catalytic properties, multiple oxidation states (Table 2.2), corrosion 
resistance, and high melting point can be attributed to the unique atomic characteristics 
and electronic configuration of PGMs. Additional relations within the PGMs towards 
chemical properties and compound formation can be gathered from examining the 






   PGM Oxidation States and Atomic Radii 
Metal Oxidation 
States 





Ru -2, 0, +2, +3, 
+4, +5, +6, 
+7, +8 
205 62 (+4) 2.2 +8 
Rh -1, 0, +1, +2, 
+3, +4, +5, +6 
195 60 (+4) 2.28 +6 
Pd 0, +2, +3, +4 202 86 (+2) 2.0 +4 
Os -2, 0, +1, +2, 
+3, +4, +5, 
+6, +8 
200 62 (+4) 2.2 +8 
Ir -1, 0, +1, +2, 
+3, +4, +5, 
+6, +8 
216 62.5 (+4) 2.2 +8 




 The unique characteristics of PGMs and PGM compounds enable their use in a 
wide and varied array of applications. The most prominent use of PGMs is in 
autocatalysts to reduce pollution by converting hydrocarbons, nitrous oxides, and carbon 
monoxide into much safer nitrogen, water vapor, and carbon dioxide. Ordinarily Rh, Pt, 
and Pd coated on a high surface area substrate are used in this application although Ru 
has also been considered for this application (118,119). Interestingly, PGMs and PGM 
compounds are also used in cancer treatment. Pt compounds such as cisplatin and 
oxaliplatin inhibit the growth of cancer cells while radioactive Ir isotopes and Pd-103 are 
used for targeted tumor therapy known as brachytherapy (120). There is significant 
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interest in PGMs for use in fuel cells for renewable energy generation and storage. In this 
application Pd may play a particularly important role in the storage and purification of 
hydrogen due to its extraordinary hydrogen loading ability and its capability to act as a 
selective permeable barrier of hydrogen when used in thin films (20,121–123). 
Additionally, as this thesis reports PGM and PGM oxides are extensively used in many 
neural interfacing applications. The lesser used PGM osmium (Os) is extremely rare and 
is the densest known elements. It is often alloyed to develop hard and wear resistant 
compounds. Additionally, Os-based compounds are also used in cell and tissue staining 
for microscopy. The applicability of Os and Os-based compounds is limited by its rarity 
and its tendency to form the highly toxic OsO4 compound l (120,124). However, the 






Thin Film Synthesis 
3.1 Introduction  
 This section provides a background and overview of sputtering processes and 
configurations.  
3.2 Sputter Deposition 
 Sputtering is a physical vapor deposition technique wherein energetic particles 
impinge on the surface of a solid target material and via momentum transfer eject the 
target atoms or molecules into a gas phase which then condenses onto a substrate to 
create a thin film (125,126). Due to the relative simplicity of its operation and the 
consistency of the resultant films, sputtering is utilized in many settings such as optics for 
anti-reflective and optical filters (126,127), electronics for semiconductors and sensors 
(128–132), data storage such as flash memory (133,134), medical devices for electrode 
and bio-integrative coatings, and energy storage and generation such as solar panels or 
fuel cells (20,135–137).  
 For sputter deposition to occur a plasma must be generated and sustained. Plasma 
generation is achieved when sufficiently high DC voltages are established between 
electrodes. Plasma is initiated when an electron near the cathode is accelerated towards 
the anode via an electric field. If the electron collides with a neutral gas (typically a noble 
gas) atom during this transport to the anode at sufficiently high energies gas breakdown 




e− + A → 2e− + A+ (2) 
 
where 𝑒− is an electron,  𝐴  is a neutral noble gas atom, and 𝐴+ is a positive noble gas 
ion.  The collision between the electron and the noble gas atom results in the generation 




Figure 3.1. Ionization of a molecule from an impinging high energy electron.  
 
 
 This process will continue so long as the generated electrons obtain enough 
energy to ionize more neutral atoms in an ever-increasing process referred to as an 
ionization or Townsend cascade which then results in a sustained plasma (6). It is for this 
reason that sputtering must be performed at high vacuum (< 100 mTorr). Too high of a 
pressure and the electrons will not gain sufficient energy for the ionization cascade to 
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occur (due to a greater number of collisions) while at too low of a pressure there is 
insufficient gas to sustain the ionization cascade as electrons will simply travel from the 
cathode to the anode.  
 Once positive ions are generated, they will accelerate towards the target (cathode) 
and penetrate its surface. Target atoms will be sputtered as a result of a series of knock-
on events occurring near the surface where a target atom is dislodged from the lattice as 




Figure 3.2. Diagram of the Townsend cascade and the sputtering process at the target 
surface and condensed species on the substrate.  
 
 
Typically, the collisions are considered to be elastic, and the sputtering process 















where 𝑚𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the mass of the incident ion, 𝑚𝑠𝑝 is the mass of the target atom, E is the 
energy of the incident atom, U is the surface binding energy of the target, 𝛼 is a constant 
of proportionality based on 𝑚𝑖 and 𝑚𝑇.  
3.2.1 DC Magnetron Sputtering  
 Ordinary DC sputtering has limitations. Among these are extremely low 
deposition rates, bombardment of the substrate with energetic particles causing unwanted 
heating leading to damage to the growing film and substrate, and inconsistent film 
growth. Thus, ordinary DC sputtering has been superseded by DC magnetron sputtering 
(Fig. 3.3). The concept behind DC magnetron sputtering is deceptively simple. It takes 
advantage of the fact that ions and electrons, which make up the plasma, respond to 
magnetic fields. Thus, by placing strong magnets (such as those made from neodymium 
iron boron) behind the target, the generated plasma can be confined to cathode and 
thereby direct positive ion flow to the target much more efficiently. As a result, sputter 
deposition rates are considerably greater, film growth is much more consistent, and 





Figure 3.3. Schematic of a magnetron sputtering cathode and magnetron configuration. 
 
 
3.2.2 Reactive Magnetron Sputtering 
 Reactive magnetron sputtering is a method to deposit thin film compounds with 
one or more reactive gases (oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, sulfur, etc…) and a working gas 
which is typically a noble gas (L) (Ar, Kr, Ne, etc…). The amount of reactive gas can be 
tuned to incorporate small amounts of dopants, or to form full and even over-







Common Reactive Sputtering Compounds 
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 The dissociation energy of molecules tends to be lower than their ionization 
energy. Because of this tendency plasma generation is more complex in reactive 
magnetron sputtering. In addition to Eqn. 2, additional considerations must be made with 
respect to the creation of radicals relating to the dissociation of reactive gas molecules. 
These include dissociative capture and further ionization as shown in the ion-pair 
reactions (6):  
 
e− + O2  → O + O
− (4a) 
e− + O → e− + O+ (4b) 
e− + O2  → O
+ + O− + e− (4c) 
 
 The resultant plasma will include positive noble gas and reactive gas ions, 
negative reactive gas ions, and energetic neutral atoms (typically from the reactive gas 
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through electron capture). The negative ions generated are particularly interesting due to 
their tendency to accelerate away from the target (cathode) to the substrate (anode) at 
high energies in a process referred to as negative ion bombardment (138–147). As a 
result of the high energy bombardment, films tend to be more dense (due to knock-on 
effects closing voids) and develop greater intrinsic stresses from interstitial implantation 
and knock-on effect dislodging atoms at equilibrium sites at higher ion energies.   
 3.2.2.1 Pulsed DC Reactive Magnetron Sputtering. Often in reactive 
magnetron sputtering target poisoning will occur wherein a thin dielectric layer will form 
on the surface of the target (typically on non-sputtered portions of the target) (148). The 
dielectric layer will build up positive charge and a dielectric breakdown will occur in a 
phenomenon known as arcing (149,150). The target material will be subject to a dense 
plasma discharge which ejects large amounts of material in the form of droplets or 
macroparticles. As a result, growing films develop a high number of defects, lack 
consistency in growth, and are overall of lower quality. To overcome this issue reactive 
sputtering is performed with a pulsed-DC power supply which generates a square wave 
pulse as shown in Fig. 3.4, drawing electrons to the cathode to discharge the positive 
charge buildup on the target surface by reversing the polarity of the cathode. The use of 
pulsed DC reactive magnetron sputtering is particularly useful over other techniques such 





Figure 3.4. Illustration of pulsed DC square-waveform. Tcycle is the period for one cycle 
to occur which is the inverse of the frequency, Trev and Ton represent the periods in which 
the target surface is discharged and sputtered, respectively. 
 
 
3.2.3 Combinatorial Reactive Magnetron Sputtering 
 Combinatorial magnetron sputtering is a high throughput technique to rapidly 
synthesize, discover, and optimize new materials (151). Unlike incremental or single step 
synthesis methods which may result in a narrow compositional range, combinatorial 
methods are able to create large compositional ranges of materials from a single 
deposition as suggested by Fig. 3.5, thus making it a powerful technique for the rapid 
development of new materials. Because of this, combinatorial synthesis has been used in 
the discovery and optimization of dielectric films (152), metallics glasses (153), electrode 
materials (154), and non-noble metal catalysts (155). Outside of the work reported in 
thesis the combinatorial method has not be implemented in the optimization and 





Figure 3.5. Representative diagram of a 3-source configuration for the combinatorial 
reactive magnetron sputtering deposition process. 
 
 
3.3 Thin Film Growth  
 The following sections provides a general overview of the growth of films from 
the vapor phase to adsorption and condensation and finally to film structure. 
3.3.1 Nucleation and Kinetics 
 Film growth can be said to begin in the vapor phase when atoms are sputtered 
from the target and transport to the substrate in gaseous state. The energy of sputtered 










 for Esp ≤  βion−spEin
 




where  𝛽𝑖𝑜𝑛−𝑠𝑝 is the kinetic energy fraction of colliding particles which can be 
determined using: 
 
βion−sp =  
4mionmsp
(mion+msp)
2  (5b) 
 
uT is the surface binding energy of the target material, Esp is the average kinetic energy of 
the sputtered atoms, Ein is the incident energy of the ion incident on the target surface 
(proportional to the discharge voltage), ion-sp Ein is the maximum recoil energy, assuming 
elastic hard sphere collision model. ion-sp is at a maximum when mion= msp, and the closer 
the mass of the working gas ion to the target material the more efficient the sputtering 
process. Following their release from the target and assuming motion is random, the 
behavior of sputtered atoms during gas transport can be described by the distance 
traveled before colliding with another atom or molecule known as the mean free path 
(mfp) and the number of collisions per unit length traveled (N). The following equations 
describe the interaction of a sputtered atom with different background gases (6,7,156):  
 










The value LJ  is the Lennard-Jones radius given by: 
 
σLJ =  π(rg + rsp)
2 (6b) 
and the number of collisions (N): 
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Tg is the background gas temperature, PTot is the total 
pressure of the background gas, d is an arbitrary length of travel (typically the distance 
between target and substrate), and LJ is the elastic collision cross section based on the 
Leonard-Jones radii (which accounts for soft repulsive and attractive forces, describing 
electrical neutral interactions), and mg and msp, and rg and rsp are the gas and sputtered 
atom molecular masses and atomic radii, respectively.  Clearly as the pressure increases 
the mean free path decreases and the number of collisions increases, and at sufficiently 
high pressure sputtered atoms will thermalize. The number of collisions is a useful 
equation for optimization and allows for a cursory assessment of sputtering dynamics 
during gas transport. Once a total working pressure and distance (distance between target 




Figure 3.6. Adsorption process for a molecule impinging on a substrate (4). 
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 Following impingement of sputtered atoms on the substrate, the incident atoms 
can desorb elastically, inelastically, or from trapping (capture of adatoms by defects and 
desorption). Alternatively, incident atoms can stick on the substrate surface through 
adsorption (typically with a binding energy of greater than 0.3 eV). The various sorption 
processes an incident atom or molecule may experience are shown in Fig. 3.6. The 
sputtered adatoms that remain on the surface will experience a weak attraction to the 
substrate through Van der Waals, dipole/dipole, or polarization interactions referred to as 
physisorption as shown in Fig. 3.6 and will remain on the surface for a residence time (s) 












where v is the attempt frequency describing the number of adatom attempts to overcome 
a barrier and is related to the vibrational frequency of the adatom (typically on the order 
of 1013 Hz), Edes is the desorption energy i.e., the energy needed for the adatom to return 
to the gas phase, and Ts is the substrate temperature.  
 Physiosorbed adatoms will then diffuse or jump randomly on the substrate surface 









where Es is the activation energy for surface diffusion. Adatoms will randomly diffusion 
and jump eventually forming adatom pairs or nucleate into larger clusters eventually 
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forming stable nuclei. This behavior is assisted by various surface inhomogeneities such 
as terraces, kinks, or defects as schematically shown in Fig 3.7. At these sites, the 
transition point from physisorption to chemisorption occurs (as long as the adatom is 




Figure 3.7. Various atomic positions as described by the terrace, ledge, kink model for 
early stages of film growth for adsorbed atoms (5). 
 
 
 Adsorption and transition of reactive gas from a physiosorbed to a chemisorbed 
state requires the molecular bond of the admolecule to be broken and is normally 
accomplished by thermal activation. The diffusion length of adatoms on the substrate 
surface during the residence time (s) influences the formation of pairs, clusters, and 
larger nuclei and can described by the diffusivity coefficient (Ds) (6,7): 
 
























where ao is the adatom jump distance between surface sites which is proportional to the 
lattice constant of the substrate. The difference Edes-Es determines whether adatoms will 
diffuse or desorb. At this stage desorption involves the dissociation of chemical bonds, 
and because of this it takes a greater amount of energy to desorb than to diffuse along the 
surface, i.e., Edes > Es  diffusion (given the number of paired bonds does not change).  





Figure 3.8. Potential energy versus distance curve for a homonuclear molecule 







3.3.2 Thin Film Growth  
 The early stages of film growth begin with an increase in the density of stable 
nuclei as shown in Fig. 3.9. Nuclei formation increases for a period of time, plateaus 
indicating stabilization of nuclei growth, then decreases as a result of coalescence; 
Additionally, as Fig. 3.9 depicts, the density of nuclei over time (deposition time) is 
greater at higher temperatures but the region of stability is much smaller indicating the 
transition from formation and growth to coalescence occurs much faster.  While 
deposition at lower substrate temperatures results in the formation of stable nuclei for a 
longer period suggesting that the coalescence process is much slower (likely a result of 




Figure 3.9. Schematic dependence of the rate of nuclei formation with time and substrate 
temperature T1>T2>T3>T4. Ns is the stable nucleus density. (6). 
 
 
 The growth and coalescence (intergrowth) of stable nuclei can be described by 
three types of growth modes as shown in Fig. 3.10. The first mode shown in Fig. 3.10a is 
referred to as the Volmer-Weber island growth model and is characterized by the growth 
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of discrete islands or nuclei completely separated on the substrate. This type of growth 
can be expected for depositions at lower substrate temperatures and/or from deposition on 
a surface with many inhomogeneities or defects.  
 The second mode of growth as shown in Fig. 10b, is referred to as Frank-van der 
Merwe layer growth model. This mode features the formation of monolayers which grow 
simultaneously on the film layer by layer. This type of growth occurs when the 
interaction strength of the film to the substrate is greater than the atom-atom interaction 
strength within the film.   
 The final growth mode is shown in Fig. 10c and is referred to as Stranski-
Krastanov growth. This mode is effectively a combination of the previous two modes. 
Initially, the monolayer growth mode takes precedence; however, if the lattice mismatch 
between the film and the substrate is sufficiently large, the growing film will be unable to 
accommodate the mismatch. As a result, film growth transitions from monolayer growth 






Figure 3.10. Modes of growth of film: (a) Volmer-Weber island growth (b) Frank-van 
der Merwe layer growth and (c) Stranski-Krastanov layer plus island growth (7). 
 
 
 The growth of films following the initial stages of condensation are well 
described by the Thornton structure zone model (SZM) for sputtered metal films shown 
in Fig. 3.11 (8). The film structure is highly dependent on total background pressure and 
substrate temperature, TS (presented as a ratio of TS/TM, where TM is the melting point of 
the film). It is worth noting that the model does not consider the effects of sputtering 





Figure 3.11. Schematic of the Thornton structure zone model for sputtered films (8). 
 
 
 Film/substrate temperature directly effects the growth of films. At higher 
temperatures (less than TM) adatoms will have much longer diffusion lengths allowing 
them to situate in thermodynamically favorable sites. As a result, films will have larger 
grains and be much more crystalline.  A general overview of thin film properties and 
structural characteristics for the SZM are shown in Table 3.2.  The effects of temperature 
and pressure on film structure and properties differs somewhat in ceramics from their 
metal counterparts, for instance, at low TS/TM values ceramics have low hardness and 








Zones, Structures, and Film Properties of Sputtered Films
a
 
Zone TS/TM Structural Characteristics 
1 < 0.1 at 7.5 Torr to 
 < 0.5 at 30 Torr 
Voided boundaries, small fibrous grains, amorphous, 
shadow effect driven, low surface diffusion 
T 0.1-0.5 at 7.5 Torr, 
 0.4-0.5 at 30 Torr 
Fibrous grains, dense grain boundaries, limited surface 
diffusion 
2 0.4-0.7 Columnar grains, dense gran boundaries, surface 
diffusion driven 
3 0.6-1.0 Large equiaxed grains, bulk diffusion driven 
a
Adapted from Ohring (7) 
 
 
 The effect of power density can promote an increase growth rate and nucleation 
rate in films as incident energies of particles will be high enough to allow for longer 
diffusion lengths on arrival and ballistically assisted diffusion of existing adatoms. 
However, if the power density is too high, incident particle energy on the substrate can 
damage the growing film, likely becoming more amorphous through resputtering, 
interstitial implantation, or the creation of vacancies.  
3.4 Experimental Conditions 
 In the following sections the experimental details for synthesis of the PGM oxides 
will be discussed. All films were synthesized with a TM-Vacuum Smart-Jar (USA) (Fig. 
3.12) deposition system configured with three two-inch circular planar cathodes 
(Angstrom Sciences ONYX cathode, U.S.A.). The Ir, Ru, Rh, Pd targets had a purity of 
99.95% by weight (Johnson Matthey Inc, U.S.A., and U.K.). Targets were two inches in 
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diameter and had thicknesses of 0.64 cm for Ru and Rh, and 0.32 cm for Ir and Pd. The 




Figure 3.12. TM-Vacuum Smart Jar system used in the synthesis of films investigated in 
this thesis.  
 
 
3.4.1 Single Metal Oxides  
 3.4.1.1 Synthesis. Single metal oxide depositions were performed at ambient 
substrate temperature with a pulsed DC power supply (Advanced Energy Pinnacle Plus, 
U.S.A.) with at a power of 100W. The power was held at 100 W at a frequency (f) of140 
kHz and a reverse period of 1.8 µs. This power was selected to prevent unwanted 
substrate heating and other peripheral effects of high cathode power deposition discussed 
in section 3.3.2.1. Sputtering was performed in a mixture of Ar) and O2 gases which were 
controlled by mass-flow controllers (MKS Instruments, U.S.A.). The pressure in the 
system was controlled downstream by adjusting the pumping rate of a turbopump 
(Leybold 1000C, U.S.A.) controlled with a capacitance manometer and a baffle valve 
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(MKS Instruments, U.S.A.). The overall gas flow rate (Ar + O2) was held constant at 50 




× 100) based on gas flow rates and at working pressures (WP) (𝑃𝑂2 + 
𝑃𝐴𝑟) of 5, 10, 20, and 30 mTorr.  
 3.4.1.2 Substrate Preparation. Films were deposited onto 316 stainless steel foil 
and plate (316 SS) (McMaster-Carr, U.S.A.), c-axis epi-polished sapphire (Al2O3) (Alfa 
Aesar, U.S.A.), and SiO2/Si (University Wafer, U.S.A.) substrates at a working distance 
of approximately 10 cm.  Substrates were mounted onto the sample tray with double-
sided conducting copper tape (3M™ Copper Conductive Tape, U.S.A.) to ensure good 
thermal contact. Substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in a methanol (99.8% purity, 
Thermo-Fisher Scientific, U.S.A.) bath for 10 minutes and dried with dry nitrogen (N2) 
gas.  Prior to deposition, substrates were RF etched for a duration of 5 minutes at 100 W 
with high purity Ar gas flowing at 50 sccm at a working pressure of 20 mTorr. This step 
was performed to eliminate surface contamination ensuring consistent substrate surface 
conditions prior to deposition.  During deposition, substrates were rotated at 30 rpm to 
ensure film thickness uniformity. 
3.4.2 Binary Metal Oxides  
 Ir(1-x)Mx (M = Pd, Rh, Ru) oxide depositions were performed at ambient substrate 
temperature.  
 3.4.2.1 10 mTorr Ir(1-x)PdxOy. The preliminary 10 mTorr WP Ir(1-x)PdxOy binary 
metal oxide coatings were prepared via co-sputtering. The Ir target was sputtered with a 
pulsed-DC power supply (Advanced Energy Pinnacle Plus, U.S.A) with a frequency of 
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140 kHz and a reverse period of 1.8 µs. A DC power supply (Advanced Energy MDX-
1000) was used for the Pdx targets. The approximate sum of the power between both 
power supplies was held constant at 100 W and the amount of power supplied to each 
cathode was varied between depositions to achieve various coating compositions. The 
reactive gas partial pressures utilized were 20, 50, and 80% OPP. Instrumentation was 
identical to that described in section 3.4.1.1 for the single metal oxides. Additionally, the 
substrate preparation (pre-cleaning, RF-etching, and mounting) steps, and rotation speed 
were identical to those described in section 3.4.1.2. 
 3.4.2.1 30 mTorr Ir(1-x)Mx (M = Pd, Rh, Ru) Oxides. The 30 mTorr WP 
Ir(1-x)Mx (M = Pd, Rh, Ru) binary metal oxide coatings were prepared via combinatorial 
sputtering. A schematic of the 3-cathode configuration is shown in Fig. 3.13a. The two Ir 
targets were supplied 25 W of power each from two different pulsed DC power supplies 
(Advanced Energy Pinnacle Plus, U.S.A, and Trumpf Hüttinger TruPlasma DC1000, 
DE), the M targets were supplied 50 W of DC power (Advanced Energy MDX-1000, 
U.S.A).  The total gas flow rate was 50 sccm and the OPP was held at 20% (10 sccm). A 
circular sample tray with a diameter of 15.2 cm was placed under the cathode and a 316 
SS foil substrate divided into three sections covered the entire sample tray area. The 
working distance and substrate preparation steps (pre-cleaning and RF-etching, 
mounting) were identical to those described in section 3.4.1.2. Samples were not rotated 
to ensure a large compositional gradient over the substrate area for a single deposition.  A 
secondary nominally identical deposition was performed to estimate thickness of the 
combinatorially synthesized films. However, instead of 316 SS, coatings were deposited 
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on 1.3 cm × 1.3 cm SiO2/Si substrates (University Wafer, U.S.A.) placed throughout the 




Figure 3.13. Overhead schematic representation of a three two-inch cathode setup for 
combinatorial synthesis of (a) binary metal Ir(1-x)Mx (M = Pd, Rh, Ru) and (b) ternary 
metal Ir(1-x-z)MxMz
′ , (M,M´ = Pd, Rh, and Ru) oxides. The 316 SS foil and SiO2/Si 
substrates were mounted onto the 15.2 cm diameter sample tray with double-sided 
conductive copper tape. 
 
 
3.4.3 Ternary Metal Oxides 
 The ternary Ir(1-x-z)MxMz
′  (M, M´ = Pd, Ru, and Rh) metal oxide coatings were 
prepared via combinatorial sputtering. A schematic of the three-cathode configuration is 
shown in Fig. 3.13b. The Ir target was supplied 33 W of power from a pulsed DC power 
supply (Advanced Energy Pinnacle Plus, U.S.A), the M and M´ targets were each 
supplied 33 W of DC (Advanced Energy MDX-1000, U.S.A, and Trumpf Hüttinger 
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TruPlasma DC1000, DE (operated in DC mode), respectively).  The total gas flow rate 
was 50 sccm and the OPP was held at 20% (10 sccm O2). A circular sample tray with a 
diameter of 15.2 cm was placed under the cathode and a 316 SS foil substrate divided 
into three sections covered the entire sample tray area. The working distance and 
substrate preparation steps (pre-cleaning and RF-etching, mounting) were identical to 
those described in section 3.4.1.2. Samples were not rotated to ensure a large 





Thin Film Characterization 
 This chapter is a brief overview of the characterization techniques that have been 
used on the oxide thin films investigated in this thesis.  
4.1 Electrochemical Analysis 
 The following sections will provide a background and outline the techniques that 
were used to analyze the electrochemical properties of the as-deposited films 
4.1.1 Electrochemical Cell 
 A typical electrochemical setup consists of a cell made of an electrically 
insulating and chemically inert material (PTFE, or glass), a three-electrode configuration, 
and an electrolytic solution (consisting of ionic species such as K+, H+, Na+, Cl-, and OH- 
typically in water). A representative diagram of the cell used in this thesis is shown in 
Fig. 4.1. Each electrode in the cell plays a crucial role in studying and maintaining stable 






Figure 4.1. (a) Schematic of the three-electrode Teflon™ electrochemical cell used in 
this thesis. RE denotes the reference electrode (Ag|AgCl), CE denotes the counter or 
auxiliary electrode (high surface area coiled Pt wire), and WE denotes the working 
electrode (coated 316-SS or SiO2/Si substrate). (b) Three-electrode cell schematic, VWE-
RE is the voltage between the reference and working electrode, and I is the current flowing 
from the working electrode to the counter electrode. 
 
 
 The three-electrode setup consists of a working electrode (WE), counter electrode 
(CE), and a reference electrode (RE). The working electrode is where the electrochemical 
reactions occur. For this thesis, the reaction is a reduction oxidation (redox) reaction 
shown by the following standard system redox reaction pair (9): 
 
ne− + O ⇌ R (12) 
 
where n is the stoichiometric number of electrons involved in an electrode reaction. R is 
the reduced form of the standard system pertaining to species O, O is the oxidized form 
of the standard system pertaining to species R. The area of the WE can be defined in two 
ways; By the GSA or by the ESA as shown in Fig. 4.2. The GSA is much easier to 
evaluate and is simply a projection of the enclosed area of the electrode. The ESA on the 
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other hand, is a much more complicated value to quantify as it relates to the surface 
variations of the electrode as well as the internal areas available for electrochemical 
processes to take place. This characteristic becomes particularly relevant when working 
with electrode and electrode coatings that are porous. In this thesis all measurements and 
calculations are performed with the GSA and qualitative statements on the ESA are made 




Figure 4.2. Electrode surface and the enclosure formed by projecting the boundary 
outward in parallel with the surface normal. The cross-section of the enclosure is the 
geometric surface area of the electrode adapted from Bard and Faulkner (9). 
 
 
 As the diagram in Fig. 4.3 shows, when the WE is driven to increasingly negative 
potentials, the energy in the electrons is increased and electrons are raised to higher 
energy levels. As a consequence, they can reach vacant electronic states enabling them to 
transfer to cations in the solutions. This transfer is referred to as the reduction current (the 
WE is the reducing agent or it is being oxidized). On the other hand, by driving the 
potential to more positive potentials the energy of electrons can be lowered, moving 
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electrons to lower energy levels. This will drive anions to the electrode and facilitate 
electron transfer from the solution to the WE and is referred to as the oxidative current 




Figure 4.3. Representation of the (a) reduction of a species O and (b) oxidation of a 
species R in a solution. The highest occupied molecular orbital and the lowest vacant 
molecular orbitals are shown adapted from Bard and Faulkner (9).   
 
 
 The RE is an electrode with a known potential and is generally non-polarizable 
(potential does not change as current flows through it). Since the composition and 
potential of the RE is fixed any changes in the system are attributed to the WE when 




 The CE is the third electrode in the system, and it acts as a current sink.source 
depending on the direction of the potential sweet, enabling current to be passed from the 
WE through it. This is preferable because if sufficiently high currents are passed through 
just RE, its potential will change and the processes occurring in the system can no longer 
be attributable solely to the WE, this would complicate analysis of the WE. The CE is 
normally a material that is ideally unreactive within the potential window being analyzed 
or will not produce any species that will interfere with WE reactions. For this 
dissertation, the CE is a coiled Pt wire. To ensure current passes between the WE and CE, 
the potential between the RE and WE is measured with an extremely high input 
impedance so that an insignificant amount of current flows into the RE.  
4.1.2 Cyclic Voltammetry  
 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a widely used technique to study redox processes at 
the electrode electrolyte interface (between surface atoms and electroactive species in 
solution) by measuring the faradaic current that is generated from the heterogenous 
charge transfer (other contributions to current such as double layer capacitance will also 
be measured). CV provides information on the capacitance, potential window (water 
electrolysis window), reaction rates, reversibility and many other processes related to 
interfacial reactions and processes. The technique is performed by applying a linear time 
varying potential provided by a potentiostat across the WE and the CE (within the water 
window) and the current response is measured. This potential is then swept in the 
opposite direction to reverse the electrochemical process that has occurred. An example 




Figure 4.4. (a) Typical potential waveform used in cyclic voltammetry.(b) Cyclic 
voltammogram for a electrochemically reversible one-electron redox reaction (10).  
 
 
 The redox processes that occur at the electrode electrolyte interface result in mass 
transport of electroactive species to and from the electrode surface. The three mass 
transport processes include migration, convection, and diffusion. Migration can be 
understood as the movement of ions in the presence of an electric field generated when a 
potential difference is applied between the WE and the CE. For this thesis migration is 
considered to be a negligible contribution to measurements due to the use of a supporting 
electrolyte (which consists of high concentrations of non-electroactive ions) reducing the 
ohmic drop to negligible values. Additionally, convection is ignored as the systems 
investigated in this thesis are not stirred or are not subjected to any significant thermal 
gradients.  For this thesis, diffusion which occurs as a result of chemical concentration 
gradients of electroactive species in the solution is considered to be the dominant mass 
transport mechanism.  
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 The Nernst equation is considered one of the fundamental equations in CV. It 
expresses the relationship between the electrode potential and concentration or chemical 
driving forces on electroactive ions (9): 
 








where V is the applied potential, Vo is the formal potential (midpoint potential between 
reduction and oxidation peaks 𝑉1
2⁄
(Fig. 4.4b) of a reversible reaction), F is Faraday’s 
constant, T is the temperature of the solution (taken to be room temperature), CO/CR is the 
reaction quotient which is a measure of the relative amounts of the oxidized (CO) and 
reduced (CR) species as a function of distance from the electrode surface and n is the 
number of electrons transferred. By applying a potential, a concentration gradient is 
forced from consumption (oxidation or reduction) of reactants at the electrode surface. If 
we consider Fig. 4.3 in the context of the Nernst equation, sweeping the potential to 
increasingly negative values will reduce species O depleting its concentration near the 
electrode until CO = CR, while the opposite will occur when the potential is swept in the 
positive direction. The rate at which electrons are transferred is measured as the current 
response in the CV measurement which can provide useful information on 
electrochemical processes at the interface. In this thesis the current response is used to 
determine the charge storage capacity (CSC) of various oxide films and is calculated by 










where v is the potential scan rate, A is the GSA of the electrode, V1 and V2 is the potential 
window, and i is the current. Additional information such as adsorption characteristics, 
the degree of reversibility of redox processes, and rate constants can be determined from 
the current by relating the peak current to the scan rate (or varying the scan rate) with the 















 is the diffusion coefficient of a species, and 𝐶𝑅
𝑂⁄
∗  is the bulk concentration of 
a species.  
4.1.3. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 
 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a frequency dependent 
measurement that measures the AC current of a system in response to an applied AC 
voltage. By using a small AC voltage signal (or perturbation), the AC current response 
will exhibit linear-like behavior. In other words, the response current will have the same 
frequency as the input voltage shifted by a phase angle (). The AC voltage signal can be 
described by the sinusoidal equation (9,157): 
 
V(t) = Vosin (ωt) (16) 





where V is the potential at a time t, Vo is the amplitude of the input signal, I is the current 
at a time t, Io is the current of the input signal,  is the angular frequency (2f), and f is 
the input frequency.     
The input impedance can be calculated from the generalized Ohm’s law and 






= Zo[cos(φ) + jsin(φ)] (18) 
 
where j is an imaginary number defined as √−1. This is significant as it allows for the 
expression of impedance in real and imaginary terms, allowing for deconvolution of 
factors which contribute to impedance such as solution resistance, various capacitive 
mechanisms, and even diffusion processes. To this end it is helpful to represent the 
impedance as a Nyquist (Zimg vs Zreal) and Bode plots (φ and Zo vs f). Additionally, circuit 
elements which include but are not limited to capacitors, inductors, and resistors can be 
represented by real and complex equations. By combining equivalent circuit elements and 
impedance data from Nyquist and Bode plots the impedance response can be modeled by 
constructing an equivalent circuit. This process is referred to as equivalent circuit 
modeling (ECM). A table of elements used for EC-modeling in thesis are provided in 
Table 4.1.  
 The modeling of EIS spectra can often provide physical insight to the 
electrochemical processes that occur over the frequency ranges tested. These can include 
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the determination of solution resistance, double layer capacitance (plate and Helmholtz), 
polarization resistance, charge transfer capacitance and resistances from (faradaic and 
pseudo-faradaic processes), diffusion behavior by way of Warburg elements, and  




Equivalent Circuit Elements and Corresponding Impedance Equations 
Impedance Element Equivalent Equation 
Resistor (R) R 
Capacitor (C)  −𝑗
𝜔𝐶
 
















4.1.4 Electrochemistry Experimental Conditions 
CV and EIS were performed with a three-electrode setup with a 
potentiostat/galvanostat (Metrohm Autolab, PGSTAT204, NL). The as-deposited oxide 
films deposited on 316 SS and SiO2/Si substrates served as the WE. Films deposited on 
316 SS have roughly a 10% improvement in electrochemical performance over the 
SiO2/Si substrates as measured by CV. The change in the electrochemical performance as 
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a function of thickness for the two substrates are nearly identical. These characteristics 
are demonstrated in a later section (Section 5.4.1, Fig. 5.45) for RuOx films. An Ag|AgCl 
electrode (ALS-Co Ltd. RE-1B, JP) was used as the RE, and a coiled platinum wire acted 
as the CE. A Teflon® plate cell (ALS-CO Ltd. Plate Material Evaluating Cell, JP) was 
used for the CV and EIS measurements (Fig. 4.1b). The GSA of the working electrode in 
the cell was 0.46 cm2. The electrolyte used was a phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
solution (NaCl (137), KCl (2.7), Na2HPO4 (10), KH2PO4 (1.8)(mmol/L)) (VWR Ultra-
Pure PBS, 10X, USP sterile, U.S.A.) diluted to 0.1 M with DI water and had a pH of 7.4. 
The buffer was required to maintain a constant pH (158), and the volume of solution used 
per measurement was 1 mL. CV measurements were performed on three separate 
locations on each sample at a 0.10 V/s (v) sweep rate for 20 cycles at room temperature. 
Potential windows were selected to ensure water electrolysis did not occur in each of the 
systems. The water windows were identified to be -0.6 – 0.8 V and -0.4 – 1.0 V 
depending on the system.  The voltage sweeps were initialized at open-circuit potential 
(OCP) and swept in the positive direction first . EIS measurements were performed over 
a frequency range of 10-2 – 105 Hz with an amplitude of 10 mV. EC-modeling and EIS 
analysis was performed with Nova 2.1.4 software (Metrohm-Autolab, NL). 
4.2 Structure/Microstructure/Topography 
 The following sections will outline the techniques that identify the crystal 





4.2.1 X-Ray Diffraction 
A crystal can be described as a periodic arrangement of atoms in a three-
dimensional space. A table of different ordering of crystals is shown in Table 4.2, with 
structures spanning from amorphous lacking long-range order, polycrystalline which 
consists of randomly orientated crystallites with various size and shape, to mono-
crystalline with one orientation with effectively perfect periodicity. 
 
Table 4.2 
Structure of Crystals and Definitions  
Structure Type Definitions 
Perfect Epitaxial Single crystal with perfect periodicity 
Textured Polycrystalline 
(Preferred Orientation) 
Crystalline planes are random in plane but have 
preferential orientation out of plane 
Polycrystalline Randomly orientated crystallites which may have 
different sizes and shapes 
Amorphous  No long-range order, strong interatomic bonds 
(similar atomic distances to well defined crystals) 
 
 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a widely used non-destructive experimental technique 
which can reveal information on the crystal structure of a material including phase, 
stoichiometry, lattice spacings, orientation, and strains.  XRD involves the elastic 
scattering (Thompson scattering) of x-rays off of electrons in a material. The planes of 
atoms that make up a crystal can constructively or destructively interfere in accordance 




n = 2dhklsinθ (19) 
 
where dhkl is the interplanar spacing which depends on the unit cell parameters of the 
crystal. The subscript hkl refers to the Miller indices which are a set of integers which 
denote the intercepts of a surface along the crystallographic axes (defined from the unit 
cell dimensions). The angle θ is the Bragg’s diffraction angle (Fig. 4.5a) where 
constructive interference can occur,  the wavelength of the incident x-rays, and n 




Figure 4.5. (a) Schematic representation of Bragg’s Law. Incident X-rays elastically 
scatter off atoms in the lattice, and constructive interference occurs at angles that satisfy 
Bragg’s Law (11). (b) Schematic representation of a θ-2θ scan (12). 
 
 
Typically for a thin film polycrystalline material a θ - 2θ scan is performed which 
provides the position, shape, intensity, and phase of a material. Further analysis can 
provide information on strain and crystallite size. As shown in Fig 4.5b, in a θ - 2θ scan 
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the sample is scanned with x-rays over a range of angles with the incident and exiting x-
ray angles remaining the same during the scan. 
4.2.1.1 XRD Strain Measurements. The interplanar spacing (do) of an unstrained 
lattice spacing will produce a pattern that is representative of the ideal diffraction pattern 
for that material. Frequently this is taken to be the powder diffraction pattern found in a 
database (159). A strained material will deviate from this “ideal” or reference diffraction 
pattern because of contractions or expansions in the crystal lattice. A change in dhkl 
spacing resulting from atoms being displayed from their thermodynamic equilibrium 
positions will result in a shift in the diffraction peak due to a strain in the film (). The 
strain in a film can be calculated by the relative difference in the measured lattice spacing 
and the ideal lattice spacing (𝑑𝑜): 
 





By altering the angle of the sample by an angle  strain along different planes can be 
measured: 
 





where 𝜀 is the strain in the plane at an angle  measured from the film plane , and 𝑑 is 
the corresponding interplanar spacing. By measuring a diffraction peak at various  
angles and taking their respective interplanar spacings, the stress () can be determined in 
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a technique referred to as the sin2 method. However, some knowledge of the elastic 
properties of the material must be known (elastic properties of thin films often differ 
substantially from bulk values).  
4.2.1.2 Low Temperature Annealing. Measuring the XRD pattern of samples in-
situ during low temperature annealing can provide insight into the micro and macrostrain 
in a material through evaluating the FWHM, lattice parameters, texture, and diffraction 
angle as a function of annealing temperature. Increasing the temperature and measuring 
the diffraction pattern provides insight into the crystallization, relaxation behavior, and 
dissociation temperature of a material. On the other hand, by evaluating how the crystal 
changes after returning to room temperature provides details on the migration of 
interstitials and the stress mechanisms (defect, interfacial…,etc). 
4.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
A scanning electron microscope (SEM) uses a focused beam of electrons to scan 
the surface of a material releasing secondary electrons which scattered into a detector to 
create a secondary electron map which develops a high magnification image of the 
materials micro- or nanostructure. The wavelength of electrons can be on the order of 
100,000 shorter than that of visible light. Therefore, the resolution of an SEM is far 
greater than that of an optical microscope. Micrographs are generated from a high energy 
beam of electrons scanned/rastered in a horizontal pattern on the target area. The incident 
electrons interact with atoms and electrons of the sample material producing 
characteristic x-rays, back-scattered electrons, secondary electrons, and Auger electrons 
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which provide information on composition, microstructure, and morphology of a 
material.   
Back scattered electrons (BSE) are produced by elastic interactions between the 
electron beam and the nuclei of the atoms in the imaged material. These electrons can 
scatter at angles up to 180° but typically at lower angles. Due to the mass disparity of 
electrons to various atomic nuclei, the amount of scattering is dependent on the size of 
the nucleus of a target atom with larger atoms generating a higher signal at the detector as 
they are a stronger scatterers of electrons.  
For normal imaging, secondary electrons (SE) are detected. SE are generated via 
inelastic interactions between the incident electron beam and outer shell electrons of the 
target atoms and are defined as having energies of less than 50 eV.  Outer shell, electrons 
after receiving enough kinetic energy from the electron beam, will be ejected from the 
imaged materials. These interactions occur at the surface (< 20 nm), while subsurface 
interactions are scattered and will not make it to the detector. The number of SE rise as 
the beam energy decreases. Generally, SE micrographs preserve spatial and lateral 
information due to the shallow sampling depth. Thus, high-resolution images can be 
generated with SE imaging.  
4.2.3 Atomic Force Microscopy 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) provides nanoscale profiling of the surface 
topography of coatings and is a subset of operation of scanning probe microscopy (SPM). 
In addition to surface characterization, material properties such as Young’s modulus can 
be gathered from SPM measurements using specifically designed tips and applying 
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varying forces to the tip. AFM utilizes a cantilever with a fine tip with radius of curvature 
typically >15nm. As the tip approaches the sample it will experience an attractive Van der 
Waal’s force. This is caused by local polarization of atoms to the tip resulting in an 
attractive interaction, and generally. The interactions at the tip can be described by the 
Lennard-Jones potential.  After reaching a critical distance from the sample’s surface, the 
tip will experience a repulsive force driven by the electrostatic interactions of the 
interfacial electronic orbitals. This zone of repulsion is referred to as the contact regime 
and is used when measuring in contact mode. In contact mode the AFM tip is said to be 
in physical contact with the sample surface and nearly atomic level topography of 
surfaces can be mapped.  
4.2.4 Structure/Microstructure/Topography Experimental Conditions 
4.2.4.1 XRD. The crystal structure of as-deposited oxide films deposited on 316 
SS substrates were analyzed by XRD (Panalytical Empyrean, USA) with a Cu-Kα 
radiation source (45 KV, 40 mA). The data were collected in the 2θ range of 20-90°. The 
XRD patterns were analyzed with X’Pert HighScore (Panalytical, USA) analysis 
software (160). 
4.2.4.2 XRD Low Temperature Annealing. Thermal annealing of the as-
deposited PdO deposited on Al2O3 and SiO2/Si substrates was performed with a high 
temperature chamber (Anton Paar HTK 1200N, AT) back-filled with Ar gas. The peak 
corresponding to the (011) orientation was monitored. The (011) diffraction data were 
collected as the temperature was increased from 25 to 525°C at 25°C increments every 
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180s. Samples were then cooled from 525 to 25°C at 100°C increments. Subsequently, 
the diffraction data were collected. 
4.2.4.3 Morphology. The surface and cross-sectional morphology of the as-
deposited metal oxide films deposited on 316 SS and epi-polished c-axis Al2O3 substrates 
were examined with a field emission SEM (Thermo-Fisher Scientific APREO S , USA). 
4.2.4.4 Surface Topography. Surface roughness measurements were performed 
on as-deposited single metal oxide films deposited on 316 SS substrates with an AFM 
(Jeol SPM 5200, JP) equipped with a reflective aluminum-coated silicon probe (Ted Pella 
CONTAL-G, U.S.A) operated in contact mode. Subsequent data were processed with 
Gwyddion SPM software (161), and the roughness is presented as the mean surface area 
roughness (Sa) in accordance with ISO 2517-2 (162).  
4.3 Compositional Analysis 
Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) measures the characteristic X-rays 
generated by transition of outer shell electrons to vacancies (created by the SEM electron 
beam) in the inner shell electrons of a sample (163,164). The energy of the incident 
electrons (Eo) is lost when it collides with an electron in the inner shell which transfers an 
amount of energy (E) to the bound electron ejecting it from the nuclei.  The vacancy in 
the inner shell is then filled by an outer shell electron. The energy of an X-ray is 
associated with the transfer of an electron from a higher energy shell to a lower energy 
shell. Eo must be greater than critical energy (Ecrit) needed to dislodge electrons from the 
inner shell and thereby generate characteristic X-rays. For EDS Eo should be twice of the 
Ecrit to excite enough x-rays for analysis.  Since X-rays are generated by the inner-shell 
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electrons, their energy is dependent on the Z number (proton number). This is described 
by Moseley’s Law (165) for transitions from the L-shell to the K-shell (so-called K-
lines): 
 
E = 0.75(Z − 1)2 × 13.6 eV (22) 
 
which states that the energy of a characteristic X-ray line varies approximately with Z2, 
with the total intensity divided into several lines.  For elements with Z < 35 
approximately 80% of the intensity is observed in the Kα1 and Kα2 lines, while for  
elements with Z > 35, the intensity is divided between the Lα1 and Lα2 lines due to system 
limitations and avoiding electron energies that could damage the sample.  
4.3.1 Compositional Analysis Experimental Conditions 
The elemental composition of the as-deposited metal oxide films was determined 
by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) (Oxford Instruments, Ultim Max, U.K.) 
deposited on 316 SS substrates. An acceleration voltage of 20 keV and beam current of 
6.4 nA were used. The L lines for PGMs and K lines for oxygen were used to semi-
quantitatively measure changes in the composition resulting from varying the WPs and 
OPPs. In this study, the oxygen content is presented as the atomic percent of oxygen (at. 
%) measured in the films, and the metal concentration in the binary and ternary metal 





4.4 Tribological Background and Experimental Conditions 
For a film to properly perform its desired function for most applications it must 
remain adhered to the substrate. Thus, it is necessary to assess the adhesion of a film 
when strong adhesion is desired. The ASTM D3359 tape test provides a general guideline 
to assess adhesion of a film on a metal substrate (13). The method is a simple liftoff 
technique where a piece of specified tape is adhered to a substrate. The tape is left to 
settle for up to 120 s and swiftly peeled off at 180° (backwards). The adhesion of the film 
can be assessed on a percentage scale or a ranked scale where lower values indicate better 
adhesion. For this thesis, the ASTM standard was used as a guideline and the adhesion 
suitability was assessed by visual inspection.  The tape used in this study was 610 Scotch 
tape (3M, U.S.A.) on selected samples deposited on 316 SS foil substrates.  
 








 Biocompatibility studies involve testing either the material, its extracts, or both 
depending on the nature of the end-use. In-vitro cell culture studies are usually the first 
step of evaluating biocompatibility. The cytotoxicity studies were performed in 
accordance with the ISO-10993-5 (166) standard for biomaterials and medical device 
testing. 
4.5.1  Biocompatibility Experimental Conditions 
The single metal oxide materials were evaluated for cytotoxicity, along with 
silicon (Si) and copper (Cu) which were used as negative and positive controls for cell 
viability, respectively. The test materials were sputter coated onto wells of otherwise 
untreated six-well cell culture plates (VWR® Tissue Culture Plates, USA). The coating 
was done such that only one row of the wells were coated and the other row was left 
uncoated for a sham comparison. After coating the plates were sterilized by exposure to 
UV light for 15 min. 
A sub-cloned, immortalized neuronal cell line generated by hybridization of 
mouse neuroblastoma and post-mitotic rat dorsal root ganglion (DRG), ND7/23 was 
chosen for the studying the biocompatibility of films. These cells are commercially 
available and expresses low-voltage activated calcium channels making them it useful as 
a model of neuromodulation-based sensory neuron firing. Cells in culture were split at 
about 90 % confluence with 0.25 w/v% Trypsin-EDTA. The cells were resuspended in 
Dulbecco’s modified eagle’s medium supplemented with 10 vol% fetal bovine serum and 
5 vol% penicillin-streptomycin solution and seeded in the coated and uncoated wells. The 
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cells were seeded at a concentration of 50 × 104 cells/mL and incubated at physiological 
conditions. For samples that were incubated for more than 24 h, the media was changed 
every two days. 
As prescribed by the ISO 10993, cytotoxicity was evaluated by the alamarBlue™ 
cell viability assay. The cells were incubated for 1, 3, and 7 days. After the period of 
incubation, the alamarBlue™ reagent was added at 10 vol% and incubated for 5 h. The 
media solution was then transferred to a 96-well plate, and the absorbance was read with 
a microplate reader at 570 nm and 650 nm reference. The number of viable cells was 
obtained by comparing the absorbance of the sample wells to the standard. The 
percentage of viable cells was calculated by dividing the number of cells from the coated 






Single Metal Oxide Thin Films  
 This chapter outlines the results for the single metal M-oxide (M = Ir, Pd, Ru, Rh) 
coatings. An investigation of the effect of power density on IrOx thins films was 
performed first. This was followed by an investigation of the effects of WP and OPP on 
the electrochemical properties, microstructure, composition, and crystal structure of the 
single metal oxide films.  Optimal synthesis parameters which resulted in favorable 
electrochemical properties and structures were identified.    
5.1 Iridium Oxide Thin Films 
 The following sections outline the effects of  cathode power density, sputtering 
WP, and sputtering OPP on the morphology, composition, microstructure, crystal 
structure, and electrochemical properties of IrOx thin films.  
5.1.1 Power Density Dependence 
In the following sections the effect of the pulsed-DC power density on the 
deposition rate, microstructure, crystal structure, and CSC of IrOx thin films are 
discussed.  
 5.1.1.1 Iridium Oxide Power Density Synthesis. All depositions were 
performed at ambient substrate temperature with an Advanced Energy Pinnacle Plus 
pulsed-DC power supply at power densities of 2.5, 4.9, 7.4, and 9.9 W/cm2 (as calculated 
from the full target area of ~20.3 cm2) at a range of reverse periods and frequencies 
provided in Table 5.1. Fig. 3.4 provides an illustration of the ideal pulsed-DC waveform 
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and defines the three quantities varied during the study. Tcycle is the duration of one full 
cycle, which is the inverse of the f (1/ f); Trev is the length of time that the pulse amplitude 
is reversed during one cycle, and Ton is the duration of the sputtering process during one 
cycle (Ton = Tcycle – Trev).  Two Trev values were selected for each f to reduce the duty 
cycle (100 × (Tcycle – Trev)/ (Tcycle)) to approximately 60% and 75% as shown in Table 5.1. 
The targeted duty cycles were selected to investigate how films properties may change as 




Table 5.1  
Pulsed DC Sputtering Parameters 
Frequency (kHz) DC 140 140 250 250 350 350 
Reverse Period (µs) DC 1.8 3.2 1.0 1.6 0.7 1.1 
Duty Cycle (%) 100 75 55 75 60 76 62 
 
 
Reactive magnetron sputtering was performed in a mixture of argon and oxygen 
gases. The gas mixture was maintained at 95% OPP with an overall WP of 10mTorr. This 
OPP was selected to ensure the target was being sputtered in compound (poisoned) mode. 
The overall gas flow-rate (Ar + O2) was held constant at 50 sccm. A summary of the 







Table 5.2  
Deposition Conditions for Iridium Oxide Films 
Parameters Details 
Target Ir (99.95%) 
Working Pressure (mTorr) 10.00 
Oxygen Partial Pressure (%) 95.00 
Ar Flow Rate (sccm) 2.50 
Oxygen Flow Rate (sccm) 47.50 
Iridium Power Density (W/cm
2
) 2.5, 4.9, 7.4, 9.9 
Deposition Time (min) 15 
 
 
 5.1.1.2 IrOx Power Density Results and Discussion. Many of the differences in 
coating properties can be attributed to the changes in particle flux and energy between the 
power densities, as indicated from the discharge voltage and current response of the 





Figure 5.1. Voltage and current responses recorded from the power supply for IrO
x
 
deposited using DC sputtering at the four power densities. 
 
 
For instance, the incident Ir atoms during deposition of films synthesized at 2.5 
and 4.9 W/cm2 have decreased adatom mobility because of lower cathode discharge 
energies and landing energies. As a consequence, the coatings were more amorphous and 
possessed smaller grain sizes at lower power densities. Conversely, films were more 
crystalline at higher power densities; these characteristics are observed in the SEM 






Figure 5.2. SEM micrographs of IrOx synthesized by reactive DC magnetron sputtering 






Figure 5.3. X Ray diffraction patterns (offset for better comparison of Trev and frequency) 
of DC and pulsed DC IrOx films synthesized at power densities of (a) 2.5 W/cm
2 (b) 4.9 
W/cm2 (c) 7.4 W/cm2 (d) 9.9 W/cm2. The dotted vertical lines represent the reference 
angles for tetragonal IrO2 (167). The substrate diffraction peaks are represented by the 
solid black lines. 
 
 
Sputtering at lower power densities results in a greater amount of oxygen within 
the deposited IrOx layer shown in Fig. 5.4. This is due to a lower number of incident Ir 
atoms and a reduced frequency of preferential resputtering of adsorbed oxygen.  On the 
other hand, coatings synthesized at 7.4 and 9.9 W/cm2 had higher incident particle flux 
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and energy resulting in increased adatom mobility, increased residual heating, and a 
greater amount of preferential resputtering. The combined results of these effects are 
evident in the SEM micrographs, XRD patterns, and EDS analyses which show that the 
films deposited at higher power densities possessed larger angular grains, were more 
crystalline, and contained considerably less oxygen than their counterparts deposited at 




Figure 5.4. Oxygen content as measured by EDS in IrOx films deposited by DC and 
pulsed DC sputtering. The horizontal dashed line represents the oxygen content expected 
from stoichiometric IrO2. 
 
 
The disparity in the CSC between the 2.5 and 4.9 W/cm2 (low power density), and 
7.4 and 9.9 W/cm2 (high power density) IrOx films shown in Fig. 5.5 have been attributed 
mainly to the differences in surface morphology and crystal structure.  The apparent 
increased roughness from the radial grains is believed to increase the ESA and hence the 
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number of electrochemically active sites, thereby improving electrochemical performance 
in lower power density IrOx films.  Conversely, improved crystallization and associated 
larger grain sizes decreases the number of electrochemically active sites, thus reducing 
the CSC in the 7.4 and 9.9 W/cm2 films. However, as implied by the XRD results of the 
lower power density films, the generally greater electrochemical performance in the 4.9 
W/cm2 over the 2.5 W/cm2 coatings under both DC and pulsed-DC conditions suggests 
that some amount of ordering in the crystal is beneficial. However, the extent of influence 
of the stoichiometry, that is the ratio of Ir : O, on electrochemical performance is unclear.  
It is worth noting that the highest electrochemically performing coatings are those with 
Ir:O content notably above stoichiometric IrO2.  This may indicate that the 
electrochemical performance could be partly influenced by a deficit or surplus of oxygen 




Figure 5.5. Total CSC obtained from cyclic voltammetry recorded in 0.1M PBS solution 




 The charge transfer of IrOx is proposed to occur via cyclic reduction/oxidation 
between the Ir3+ and Ir4+ states of the oxide (however multiple oxidation states could be 
active). The presence of excess oxygen in the IrOx layer should push the IrOx from mixed 
Ir3+/Ir4+ to purely Ir4+ material, which has greater electronic conduction and availability of 
Ir4+ for redox charge transfer as shown in the possible redox equations: 
 
Ir3+ ∶  Ir2O3(s) + H2O(aq)  + 2e
− ⇌ 2IrO(s) + 2(OH)(aq)
−  (23a) 
Ir4+ ∶  2IrO2(s) + H2O(aq) + 2e
− ⇌ Ir2O3(s) + 2(OH)(aq)
−  (23b) 
Ir4+ ∶ IrO2(s) + 2H2O(aq) + 4e
− ⇌ Ir(s) + 4(OH)(aq)
−  (23c) 
 
 5.1.1.3 IrOx Power Density Summary and Conclusions. The surface 
morphology, crystal structure, chemical composition, and electrochemical properties of 
IrOx films were shown to be strongly influenced by the deposition power density. Clear 
trends were evident when considering films deposited at lower versus higher power 
densities with coatings deposited at 2.5 and 4.9 W/cm2 power densities possessing greater 
charge storage capacity and thus are more favorable. The optimal pulsed-DC parameters 
which resulted in high CSC and complete arc suppression were identified to be the lower 
power densities (2.5 - 4.9 W/cm2) at a f of 140 kHz and Trev of 1.8 µs (based on 
deposition rate and arc suppression).  
5.1.2 Pressure Dependence 
 In the following sections the effect WP and OPP on the topography, 
microstructure, crystal structure, composition, and electrochemical properties of IrOx thin 
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films are discussed. Wulff constructions and interpretation (in part) were performed by 
Ludovic Briquet (Johnson Matthey, Inc.) in support of this investigation.  
 5.1.2.1 Results and Discussion. The microstructure of IrOx films synthesized at a 
5 mTorr WP and 20, 50, and 80% OPPs are presented in the SEM micrographs shown in 
Fig. 5.6. As shown in Fig. 5.6a, IrOx films synthesized at 20% OPP develop nanosized 
grains with nearly indistinguishable grain boundaries leading to a relatively dense 
morphology. The microstructure of IrOx films synthesized at 50 and 80% OPP and 5 
mTorr WP are shown to develop nanosized spherical grains which become increasingly 




Figure 5.6. SEM micrographs of reactively sputtered IrOx films deposited on 316 SS 
substrates synthesized at 5 mTorr and (a) 20% (b) 50% and (c) 80% OPPs.  
 
 
 The morphology of IrOx films is notably altered when synthesized at 30 mTorr 
WPs. The first transformation is at 20% OPP as presented in the micrograph shown in 
Fig. 5.7a. The  microstructure no longer consists of tightly packed nano-spherical grains 
as is the case for films deposited at 5 and 10 mTorr (not shown). Instead, the 
microstructure was dominated by spherical nanosized grains which grow into large 
spherical clusters and possess large voids between boundaries that ranged anywhere from 
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10 to 150 nm in length. The cross-sectional micrograph of the 20% OPP and 30 mTorr 
films, shown in Fig. 5.8a revealed films when synthesized under these conditions develop 
a porous columnar substructure.  In addition to the large spherical grain clusters, films 
deposited at 20% OPP and 30 mTorr WP display a secondary type of microstructure 
referred to as nanoflake or platelet microstructure shown in Fig. 5.8b for films deposited 
at 30 mTorr and 80% OPP. The presence of nanoflake microstructure is highlighted in 
films dominated by nano-spherical grain clusters (20% OPP and 30 mTorr WP) shown in 




Figure 5.7. SEM micrographs of reactively sputtered IrOx films deposited on 316 SS 






Figure 5.8. Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of IrOx films synthesized at 30 mTorr WP 
and (a) 20% OPP (b) 80% OPP IrOx deposited on Al2O3 substrates. 
 
 
 Another important characteristic that can be identified from the SEM micrograph 
of IrOx synthesized at 20% OPP and 30 mTorr WP is a large amount of variation in 
surface topography (and greater ESA) and thereby higher surface area. These 
characteristics are confirmed with the AFM roughness measurements and topographs 






Figure 5.9. (a) Mean surface roughness (Sa) of IrOx films deposited measured on 316 SS 
substrates and deposited at 20% OPP.(b) AFM topography of as-deposited IrOx deposited 
on 316 SS and synthesized at 20% OPP and 30 mTorr WP. 
 
 
 The microstructure of IrOx changes considerably when synthesized at 50 (not 
shown) and 80% OPP and at 30 mTorr WP as shown in Fig. 5.7b. The aforementioned 
nanoflake microstructure which had sporadic growth at 20% OPP and 30 mTorr, 
dominates in the higher OPP films with no indications of the granular microstructure 
present (similar microstructural changes occur in films synthesized at 20 mTorr over 
similar OPP ranges).  The cross section shown in Fig. 5.8b reveals that nanoflake 







Figure 5.10. Wulff construction of IrO2 based on (a) pristine surfaces in vacuum (b) 
when adsorbing O2 at 80% OPP and 10 mTorr. Blue, red, and green correspond to the 




Figure 5.11. Most stable structure for the (a) (110) and (b) (011) rutile IrO2 surfaces. 




Table 5.3  
Surface Energies of IrO2 and Stability Ratio 
Surface  Pristine (J/m2) 80% OPP (10 mTorr) 
(110) 1.48 1.00 
(011) 1.77 1.20 
(100) 1.99 1.35 
(001) 2.55 1.73 
(111) 2.57 1.74 
 
 
 In an effort to better understand the nanoflake growth, Wulff constructions which 
relate the crystallite orientation to the surface energy were modeled for tetragonal rutile 
IrO2 (Fig. 5.10), and the corresponding surface energies are presented in Table. 5.3. The 
stability of the surfaces was calculated by computing the surface energy Gsurf, pressure P, 
and surface coverage α of the oxygen adlayer according to the following thermodynamic 
relations for the free energy of an adsorbing surface: 
 
Gsurf =  VdP − SdT +  γhkl
int dA +  ∑ μidnii  (24a) 
γhkl
int =  γhkl +  α
Eads
Aat
  (24b) 
Width of facet ∝  
1
γhkl
int  (24c) 





where temperature T was assumed to be 298.15 K, 𝛾ℎ𝑘𝑙
𝑖𝑛𝑡 is the interfacial energy, 𝛾ℎ𝑘𝑙 is 
the energy required to create a surface normal to the [hkl] vector, 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 is the energy of 
adsorption, and 𝐴𝑎𝑡 is the area occupied per surface atom, and 𝜇𝑖 is the equilibrium 
chemical potential related to the partial pressure of the gas mixture. The Wulff 
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construction shown in Fig. 10a is for a pristine IrO2 tetragonal rutile crystallite in 
vacuum. Taking into consideration the width of each face and the stability ratios of the 
surfaces, the (110) surface is shown to be the most stable followed by the (011) though it 
is considerably less stable. At 80% OPP however, as shown in Fig.5.10b, the width of the 
(110) surface shrinks, and the (011) face becomes the most stable surface. Further 
analysis of the surfaces and corresponding structures reveals that the (110) surfaces 
dissociate adsorbed oxygen (Fig. 11a), while the (011) surface does not (Fig.11b). This 
difference in chemisorptive behavior of the surfaces may explain the subsequent 
nanoflake microstructure of the (011) surface. In the context of the sputtering parameters 
investigated in this thesis, the growth of the (011) orientation can be promoted by 
sputtering at higher OPPs, increased WPs (increasing the adlayer and residence time of 








Figure 5.13. IrOx films deposited on Al2O3 substrates synthesized at 20% OPP and 5, 10, 
20, and 30 mTorr WPs; dashed lines represent reference angles IrOx (168); solid lines 
denote substrate diffraction peaks. 
 
 
 Despite the films measuring over-stoichiometric oxygen content (Fig. 12), the 
presence of the (011) surface is observed in the XRD patterns shown in Fig. 5.13 for the 
as-deposited IrOx films deposited at 20% OPP and 30 mTorr WP, confirming the growth 
of the rutile IrO2 and a change in the surface energy of films from deposition at increased 






Figure 5.14.(a) Evolution of  CSCC with increasing WP and OPP for IrOx films deposited 
on 316 SS substrates obtained from CV measurements. (b) Typical cyclic 
voltammograms (20th cycle) IrOx films deposited on 316 SS substrates and synthesized at 
20% OPP and 5, 10, 20 and 30 mTorr WPs; voltammograms and inserts for lower 
pressure films are rescaled for better comparison. The numbers on the 30 mTorr profile 




Figure 5.15. EIS spectra Bode modulus plots for (a) the impedance magnitude (b) phase 





 The changes in the electrochemical properties are shown in the cathodic charge 
storage capacity (CSCC) (Fig. 5.14a) and the EIS spectra (Fig. 5.15).  It is clear from the 
CSCC measured in films shown in Fig. 5.14a that deposition of films at higher WPs 
results in higher electrochemical performance. On the other hand, low sputter deposition 
performed at the lower two WPs result in films with considerably lower CSCC. There is a 
notable increase in electrochemical performance at the low WP for films deposited at 50 
and 80% OPP. This is attributed to the presence of the additional surface area provided by 
the nano-spherical grain clusters and nanoflake microstructure. The difference the CSCC 
performance of coatings between the higher WPs, specifically those deposited at 30 
mTorr are attributable to the difference in microstructure and therefore the ESA between 
the 20 and, 50 and 80% OPP films. Additional changes in the electrochemical response of 
coatings are evident in the CV curves for films deposited at 20% OPP shown in Fig. 
5.14b.  The 5 and 10 mTorr, 20 mTorr, and 30 mTorr WP coatings each display 
characteristically different curves. For instance, for the films synthesized at lower 5-20 
mTorr WPs the peak currents relating to IrOx are not visible, indicating a comparatively 
slower reaction rate for these films. However, for films synthesized at 30mTorr WP the 
redox reaction rate of films increased. This is indicated by the presence of the 2-5 redox 
peak currents shown in Fig. 5.14b which are clearly visible and can be attributed to the 
Ir(III)/Ir(IV) redox couple (although additional reactions are possible as suggested by the 
various redox couples from Eqns. 23a-c). 
This transition in the electrochemical response of films as a function of WP is evident in 
the EIS spectra as shown in the Bode plots for the 20% OPP films presented in Fig. 
5.15a-b. A clear divide in the impedance response, particularly at the lower frequency 
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range between the 5 and 10mTorr, and the 20 and 30 mTorr WP films, is evident as 
shown in Fig.5.15a. Films deposited at 20 and 30 mTorr possessed considerably lower 
impedance than their lower WP counterparts. This lower impedance response has been 
attributed to the apparent increase in porosity that developed in the higher WP coatings. 
The Bode phase angle plots shown in Fig. 15b further elucidates and confirms the 
differences in the electrochemical properties of films deposited at different WPs. The 
phase angle response for the lower WP films indicates a pseudo-double layer capacitive 
process (adsorption of counter ions on an “impermeable” surface) at low frequencies as 
determined by the higher phase angles, suggesting the 5 and 10 mTorr films behave more 
as passive coatings. This at least partially explains their notably low CSCC.  The 
transition in electrochemical response is most evident in the Bode phase angle plot for the 
20 mTorr films which showed a mixed kinetic-diffusion response with a large kinetically 
slow driven faradaic peak spanning from high to mid frequency which tapered off to 
lower angles at low frequencies indicating diffusion control. Finally, the phase angle 
response for the 30 mTorr films possesses two-time constants which indicates two 
distinct capacitive processes. The first time constant evident and dominant at higher 
frequencies is likely related to the fast faradaic reactions occurring at the electrode 
surface (which is also indicated by the peak potentials). The second time constant may be 
related to slower kinetically driven processes. Additionally, the higher phase angle at 
lower frequencies indicates that the films behave more capacitively at low perturbations. 
This is likely caused by trapping of solution in pores causing a larger “pore” capacitance 




Figure 5.16. Equivalent circuit models (ECM) IrOx synthesized at 20% OPP and 
30mTorr WP.  
 
 
 The ECM for IrOx films synthesized at 30mTorr is shown in Fig. 5.16, and the 
corresponding parameter values are provided in Table. 5.4. The model is physically 
significant considering the aforementioned evidence.  The EC consists of a double layer 
capacitance element (Cdl) in parallel with an polarization resistance (Rp) relating to the 
adsorptive behavior of the electrostatic double layer capacitance, and a bounded Warburg 
element (WT) to account for the surface and porous electrode-electrolyte interfaces 
relating to double layer impedance effects. The Rp and WT branch is in series with a 
parallel RC component which accounts for the faradaic charge exchange (Cfar) and charge 
transfer resistance (Rct), respectively. An additional constant phase element is required 
(CPEads) that represents adsorption of counter-ions at the electrode-electrolyte interface 







ECM Elements and Impedance Values for IrOx 
Element RS Rdl WT  Cdl Rct Cfar CPEads 




) C (F) R () C(F) Y0 (S•s
N
) N 
Valueb 36 3.2 0.079 1.3 7.6E-05 150 0.0076 0.0035 0.54 
a Film Synthesized at 30mTorr WP and 20% OPP 
b : 0.01 
 
 
 The benefits of the mixed nanoflake and nanoflake microstructure, whether it be 
better redox characteristics, higher ESA, or both, are limited by their lack of suitable 
adhesion to the substrate and mechanical fragility when handled. These properties make 
these otherwise high performing coatings generally less suitable for use as 
electrode/microelectrode coatings for implantable neural interfacing applications. This 
poor adhesion and fragility are demonstrated by the 3M tape test outlined in section 4.4 
and shown in Fig. 5.17. The nanoflake microstructure fails the 3M tape test while the 
non-nanoflake spherical nanosized grain microstructure passes. While this test may seem 
trivial, the adhesion and mechanical robustness of films are critical for the longevity, 






Figure 5.17. ASTM D3359-02 & 3M tape test on IrOx deposited on 316 SS at 80% OPP 




 5.1.2.2 Iridium Oxide Pressure Dependence Conclusions. The synthesis of IrOx 
films at higher WPs and lower OPPs led to films with favorable electrochemical 















) 0.33 ± 0.033 0.46 ± 0.0042 25± 4.01 45 ± 7.01 
Impedance () 210410 155210 4756 1036 
a




 The surface microstructure was altered as a result of increased surface energy 
from the oxygen adlayer and as a consequence of the growth of the less stable (011) 
crystallite surfaces associated with nanoflake growth.  Despite nanoflake microstructure 
being less desirable for use as an implantable neural interfacing electrode coating, it may 
be beneficial in some other applications. However, it has been demonstrated to be less 
suitable in applications where mechanical toughness and strong adhesion are important. 
The columnar substructures that develop at high WPs are predicted by the SZM (Fig. 
3.11) and relate to Zone 1 or Zone T (for lower pressures and temperatures) depending on 
the exact sputtering conditions. Additionally, it is clear that synthesis at higher WPs and 
lower OPPs is favorable to the electrochemical performance of the films through 
increasing the ESA as well as activating higher oxidation states as indicated by SEM, 
CV, EIS, and ECM analyses. Thus, the synthesis parameters which considerably 
enhanced the electrochemical properties of IrOx while still maintaining suitable 
microstructure and mechanical properties are 30 mTorr WP, 20% OPP, and cathode 
power densities ≤ 4.9 W/cm2. 
5.2 Palladium Oxide Thin Films 
 In the following sections the effect WP and OPP on the topography, 
microstructure, crystal structure, composition, and electrochemical properties of PdO thin 
films are discussed. The synthesis parameters for PdO are outlined in sections 3.4.1. 
5.2.1 Results and Discussion 
 The PdO oxide system offers unique insight into the growth of the binary PGM 
oxide thin films. PdO features large grain sizes and a high degree of crystallinity when 
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compared to the other three single metal oxide systems studied. PdO films synthesized at 
5 mTorr develop two distinct microstructures as shown in Figs. 5.18a-c. When 
synthesized at 20% OPP (Fig. 5.18a), PdO films develop large radial shaped particles 
with a layered growth characteristic and exhibit tightly packed well-defined boundaries. 
The 50 and 80% OPP films develop particles of similar size and shape as shown in Figs. 
5.18b and 5.18c, the irregularly shaped lamellar surfaces that develop at 20% OPP are no 
longer present. Instead, grains are planarized and polygonal, and they possess a high 
aspect ratio (Figs. 5.18b and 5.18c) particle with the overall morphology having much 




Figure 5.18. SEM micrographs PdO films deposited on 316 SS substrates and 
synthesized at 5mTorr WP and (a) 20 (b) 50 (c) 80% OPPs. 
 
 
As WP was increased the surface variation of coatings increased and films developed 
microstructures defined by large pyramidally shaped particles with rough surfaces 
consisting of well-defined elongated grains as shown in the micrograph in Fig. 5.19 for 
PdO films synthesized at 20% OPP and 30 mTorr WP.   
 Apart from the films deposited at 20% OPP, the surface roughness increased with 
increasing WP and decreased with increasing OPP as shown in Fig. 5.20. The particularly 
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high surface roughness measured in films synthesized at 20% OPP and 5 mTorr WP is 
attributed to the large radial grains. Similar to the IrOx films, the substructure of PdO 
films grows to become more columnar and porous as WP is increased as shown in the 





Figure 5.19. SEM micrographs of reactively sputtered PdO films deposited on 316 SS 











Figure 5.21. SEM micrograph cross section of PdO films deposited on Al2O3 substrates 
synthesized at 30mTorr WP and 20% OPP. 
 
 
 XRD analysis reveals that the PdO films synthesized at 20% OPP are 
polycrystalline with a palladinite crystal structure as shown in Fig. 5.22a. Films show 
apparent texturing in the (110) orientation with increased WP.  Diffraction patterns for 
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the PdO films synthesized at  20% OPP (shown in Fig. 5.22a) and 5 and 10 mTorr feature 
a broad metallic (110) cubic Pd peak around 39.6°. The presence of this peak suggests 
that under these lower pressure synthesis conditions, PdO films are only partially 
oxidized as suggested by Meyer and Muller-Buschbaum (169). The growth of the large 
irregularly shaped lamellar grains at 5 mTorr and 20% OPP (Fig. 5.18a ) PdO films likely 
develop as a result of this apparent partial oxidation of Pd as indicated by the EDS results 
shown in Fig. 5.23. The presence of the metallic peak disappears at the higher two OPPs. 
PdO oxide films synthesized at 50 and 80% OPP grew preferentially in the (011) 
orientation (similar to the higher WP, 20% OPP films) as shown in Fig. 5.22b-c. Of the 
films deposited at the higher OPPs, the 5 mTorr WP films possessed the weakest 




Figure 5.22. X Ray diffraction patterns of reactively sputtered PdO films (scaled for 
better comparison of working pressure) synthesized at (a) 20% OPP (b) 50% OPP (c) 
80% OPP. The dotted lines and dashed lines, represent the reference angles for tetragonal 







Figure 5.23. EDS results displaying the dependence of OPP and WP on the amount of 
dissolved oxygen in PdO films. 
 
 
 PdO is comparatively crystalline compared to the other three single metal oxide 
systems for depositions performed at ambient temperatures. Through monitoring the 
(011) peak additional structural characteristics and changes can be inferred resulting from 
deposition conditions and low temperature annealing of films.  The conclusions identified 
from these changes are assumed to be generally applicable to the other systems due to the 
similar synthesis conditions across the single, binary, and ternary metal oxides 
investigated in this thesis.  
 As shown in Fig. 5.22a-c, the diffraction peaks shift to lower angles with 
decreased WP and increased OPP. These shifts are attributed to an expansion in the 
lattice constant and are depicted by the changes in the (011) d-spacing shown in Fig. 
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5.24a. The displacement of the (011) lattice constant from its thermodynamic equilibrium 
position for the stoichiometric phase (170) is substantial. The (011) lattice expansion 
increased in films deposited at lower WPs and higher OPPs as shown in Fig. 5.24b. As 
expected, the films synthesized at 5 mTorr WP and 80% OPP possessed the largest (011) 




Figure 5.24. (a) (011) Lattice constant expansion for PdO oxide thin films; the horizontal 
dashed line represents the reference lattice constant for the (011) tetragonal PdO 
orientation. (b) % expansion of the (011) d-spacing. 
 
 
 To better understand the nature and origin of the morphological, surface texture, 
structural, compositional, and subsequent electrochemical changes observed, SIMTRA 
(172) a Monte-Carlo method simulation was used to model the mfp and energies of 
incident sputtered atoms on the substrate. The incident angle of ions on the target was set 
to 0° (with respect to the surface normal of the target) and the ion energies of 475, 545, 
and 585 V for 20, 50, and 80% OPP, respectively, were used. The ion energies relate to 
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the average discharge voltages (Vd) which were observed to be stable across the range of 
WPs tested. The vapor transport of sputtered particles to the substrate was simulated with 
a Coulomb interaction potential with Moliere screening with background temperature of 
300K. It should be noted that, while the incident energies and mfp are believed to be 
generally accurate in the their trends (173), this model does not account for the 
occurrence or energies of negative oxygen ions (NOIs) or reflected neutral atoms that 
form in the plasma. These particles have been shown to have incident energies up to 
several hundred eVs (138,142) at comparable plasma temperatures and can modify the 
structure of growing films(7). Furthermore, this model does not account for cluster 
formation of sputtered particles during vapor transport to the substrate.  
 The simulated mfp (Fig. 5.25a) is shown to decrease rapidly as the working 
pressure is increased. However, there is little deviation observed in the mfp based on the 
OPP. This small change is likely a result of the similar interaction radii of the background 
gas atoms. As a result, the incident energy of sputtered Pd does not vary significantly 
with the OPP, but the flux of material will be lower at higher OPPs due to the reduction 
in sputtering yield resulting from the mass difference between the O+ ions and target 
atoms and the lower amount of Ar+ ions incident on the target during sputtering. The 
incident energy is considerably higher at lower WPs as shown in Fig. 5.25b. This is not 
surprising, since the mfp, incident energy, and WP are intimately connected variables 
during particle vapor transport to the substrate. To state it succinctly at higher WPs 
particles will collide more during vapor transport as indicated by the shorter mfp. As a 
consequence, the incident particle energies on the substrate will decrease in accordingly.  
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 Structurally, the increase in porosity from deposition at higher WPs can be easily 
explained by the reduction in incident particle energies (resulting from thermalization 
during vapor transport) causing particles to “stick” where they land on the substrate akin 
to the Volmer-Weber growth mode (Fig. 3.10a).  As a result of this lack of adatom 
mobility, films will be more columnar and less dense. In contrast, films sputtered under 
lower WP conditions are denser due to higher incident particle energies (ballistic and 
mobility driven densification). This is qualitatively observed in the cross-sectional 
micrograph for the PdO films synthesized at 5 mTorr and 80% OPP shown in Fig. 5.26. 
Additionally, due to higher incident energies of Pd and reflected Ar neutral atoms under 
lower WP and lower OPP sputtering conditions, leads to the occurrence of preferential 
resputter of weakly adsorbed adatoms and lighter admolecules such as O2. This helps 
provides a partial explanation of why the oxygen content in the 5 mTorr films sputtered 





Figure 5.25. (a) Mean-free path and number of collisions from 5 to 30 mTorr WP for 
sputtered Pd atoms at sputtered at 20, 50, and 80% OPP as simulated by the Monte-Carlo 
method; the solid black lines correspond to sputtering pressures used; the dashed lines 
correspond to the respective number of collisions. (b) Simulated change in average 





Figure 5.26. SEM micrographs cross sections of reactively sputtered PdO films deposited 
on Al2O3 substrates synthesized at 80% OPP and 5 mTorr WP. 
 
 
 An underdetermined feature of sputtering with reactive gas at high partial 
pressures is the occurrence of ion bombardment from NOIs generated in the plasma (as 
described in Section 3.2.2). For this thesis, extrinsic stress-inducing factors such as 
temperature are assumed to be negligible as films are sputtered at ambient temperatures 
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and at low power densities. It is therefore assumed that the impingement of these NOIs 
on the growing film is the underlying mechanism behind the increasing amounts of strain 
that develop in films synthesized at higher OPPs and lower WPs (138,174,175). These 
energetic particles have been reported to increase compressive stress in films from 
trapping and interstitial implantation, and induce planarization (7,176,177). The latter 
effect gives some explanation to the planarized surfaces at lower WPs and high OPPs and 
the decreases in surface roughness with increasing OPP across all WPs. High energy ions 
are also known to cause defects in the crystal lattice and microdamage to the crystal 
structure through dislodging of atoms from equilibrium (which can cascade into adjacent 
structures) and interstitial implantation. As a result, films will become more amorphous, 




Figure 5.27. (a) Shift in the (011) diffraction peak through annealing of PdO deposited on 
Al2O3 and synthesized at 20% OPP and 5 mTorr WP. The annealing temperature range 
was 50° to 525°.(b) d-spacing of the (011) crystallite plane as a function of annealing 





 To better study these apparent NOI defect driven effects low temperature 
annealing of the 5 mTorr and 80% OPP PdO films was performed as outlined in Section 
4.2.4.1. The shift in the (011) diffraction peak as a function of temperature is shown in 
Fig. 27a. Increased temperature is shown to result in a shift towards the powder 
diffraction reference angle. Notably, the EDS was performed on the as-deposited and 
post-annealed films. The results show only a slight decrease in oxygen content after 
annealing to 400°C as shown in Table 5.6. When annealed to 525°C the oxygen content 
in the films was reduced to 0% (not shown). This suggests between 400-525°C the PdO 
films begin to disassociate. This is evidenced by comparing the as-deposited and post-
anneal diffraction patterns shown in Fig. 5.28. The presence of the (111) metallic Pd peak 
is not observed for the as-deposited pattern. On the other hand, for the post-annealed 






Figure 5.28. XRD patterns of as-deposited and post-anneal (525°C) PdO films deposited 
on 316 SS substrates. Dashed lines represent the reference peak locations for PdO. Dotted 
lines represent the reference peak locations for cubic Pd metal. The solid lines represent 
the substrate diffraction angles.  
 
 
 The (011) d-spacing as a function of annealing temperature is shown in Fig. 27b. 
The lattice constant tended towards the reference value as the annealing temperature 
increased. This is expected behavior because the additional energy provided to the 
interstitial and displaced atoms through thermal annealing allows for migration to 
equilibrium positions resulting in structural relaxation and crystallization. As suggested 
by Scherrer’s equation (180), the broadening of diffraction peaks are associated with 
microstrain and smaller crystallite sizes. On the other hand, crystallization and 
annihilation of defects would result in a narrowing of diffraction peaks. In additional, an 
increase in intensity is also associated with an increase in crystal ordering. These 
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characteristics can be inferred by the change in the FWHM and the integrated area of the 
(011) peak during thermal annealing shown in Fig. 5.29a-b.  The FWHM is observed to 
decrease with increasing temperature as shown in Fig. 5.29a, suggesting crystallization 
and defect annihilation has occurred. In further support, the integrated area of the (011) 
peak is observed to increase as annealing temperature is increased as shown in Fig. 5.29b. 
Some additional contributions to the decrease of the FWHM are texturing and 
oxygenation of Pd. However, the contribution due to oxygenation of Pd is assumed to be 
minimal because annealing was performed in an Ar-rich atmosphere. At 450°C the 
integrated area is observed to start to decrease with increasing temperature. This may 




Figure 5.29. FHWM of the (011) diffraction peak through annealing of PdO deposited on 
Al2O3 and synthesized at 80% OPP and 5 mTorr WP. Vertical dashed lines depict the 






Oxygen content (at. %) Before and After Annealing at 400°C 
a
 
  Element Pd O 
 As-Deposited 49.98 50.02 
 Post-Anneal 48.11 51.89 
a
 Film Synthesized at 30mTorr WP and 20% OPP 
 
 
 The trend in electrochemical performance of PdO films are similar to that of IrOx, 
albeit with lower electrochemical performance. As shown in Fig. 5.30a-b and Table 5.7, 
the CSCC increased, and impedance decreased with increasing WP, while at each WP, the 
CSCC decreased with increasing OPP. The improvement of the electrochemical 
performance of films is attributed to the apparent increase in porosity and thereby the 
ESA with increasing WP. Additionally, the full oxidation of Pd may also be a 
contributing factor. Interestingly, the partial oxidation of PdO films synthesized at 20% 
OPP and 5 and 10 mTorr WP is confirmed by CV curves shown in Fig. 5.31. The 
voltammograms of these films possess a characteristic reduction peak around -200 mV 
relating to the Pd2+ oxidation state. In further support, the CV curves for the partially 
oxidized films investigated in this thesis match those measured by Zhang et al., (181) 
who investigated partially oxidized Pd films in PBS solutions. The redox reaction 
expected for PdO films is given by the following the reaction equation: 
 
Pd2+ ∶  PdO(s) + H2O(aq) + 2e
− ⇌ Pd(s) + 2(OH)(aq)





Figure 5.30. (a) Evolution of CSCC as a function of OPP and WP in PdO films obtained 
from CV measurements (b) Electrochemical impedance Bode modulus plot of reactively 




Figure 5.31. Typical cyclic voltammograms (20th cycle) PdO films deposited on 316 SS 
substrates deposited at 20% OPP and 5, 10, 20 and 30 mTorr WPs. Voltammogram inserts 




Cathodic Charge Storage Capacity and Maximum Impedance of PdO
a
 
Working Pressure (mTorr) 5 10 20 30 
CSCC (mC/cm
2
) 0.24 ± 0.013 1.4 ± 0.82 15 ± 3.4 30 ± 0.72 
Impedance () 104100 62986 34271 6072 
a
 Film Synthesized at 30mTorr WP and 20% OPP 
 
 
 The Nyquist plot and ECM of PdO films synthesized at 20% OPP and 30 mTorr 
are presented in Fig. 5.32a, and the corresponding values for the ECM elements are 
provided in Table 5.8. The Nyquist impedance response suggests an increase in film 
porosity. The response is characteristic of finite space or bounded Warburg (WT) 
behavior wherein at lower frequencies the impedance is determined by capacitive 
behavior relating to adsorption effects and to counter-ion confinement in pores. This is 
reflected in the phase angle response (Figs. 5.32b) that tend towards 90° with decreasing 
frequency. In addition, the ECM of the 30 mTorr films requires the use of a WT element 
to describe the impedance responses. This is consistent with the SEM cross-section 





Figure 5.32. (a) Nyquist impedance plots and equivalent circuit models (ECM) of PdO 
synthesized at 20% OPP and 30 mTorr the regions labeled 1, 2, and 3 represent the 
approximate regions corresponding to (1) internal resistance which includes the solution, 
charge transfer, and double layer resistance (2) bounded diffusion region (3) bounded 
diffusion and pseudocapacitive region. (b) Bode modulus impedance and phase angle 




ECM Elements for PdO Parameters, and Values
a
 
Element Rs Rp Cdl Rct CPEfar WT 











 21 3.6 0.00579 2.4 5.76E-04 0.724 0.0204 0.0679 
a
Films synthesized at 20% OPP and 30mTorr WP 
b




5.2.2 Summary and Conclusions 
 PdO films develop large pyramidal grains that possess a high degree of 
crystallinity for coatings synthesized at ambient temperatures. The apparent increase in 
film porosity and columnar growth with increasing WP are similar to previous 
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observations in IrOx. This is not surprising as the mechanics of sputtering related to vapor 
transport do not change considerably across the different metal oxide systems. The 
sputtering mechanics were further explored for PdO films through the use of Monte-
Carlo method simulations. The simulations suggest that the morphological changes such 
as columnar growth and porosity are strongly influenced by the effects of WP on the mfp 
and incident energies of sputtered particles. Less general characteristics such as grain 
size, shape, and topography are attributed to the material properties of the target. The 
simulations do not account for sputter of oxide from the target, cluster formation during 
vapor transport, energetic neutral atoms, or ions formed in the plasma, all of which can 
have profound effects on the morphology, microstructure, composition, and crystal 
structure of films. The effect of lattice expansion and defects on the electrochemical 
properties of films remains largely ambiguous. However, it is worth noting that films 
which possess d-spacings closer to the reference values i.e., those deposited at 20% OPP 
are the highest performing electrochemically. This suggests that interstitials and defects 
may weakly influence the electrochemical properties of films.  
 The determining factor in electrochemical performance of the PdO films is 
believed to be the porosity as is indicated by the ECM and EIS analyses and SEM cross-
sections. The CV curves also suggest that activated oxidation states influence the 
electrochemical performance of films. The highest CSCC and lowest impedance films 
were those deposited at 20% OPP and 30 mTorr WP. These observations are consistent 




5.3 Rhodium Oxide Thin Films 
 In the following section the synthesis and characterization of RhxOy thin films 
deposited under various OPP and WP conditions are discussed. The results presented in 
this section are components of the unpublished manuscript. The synthesis parameters for 
RhxOy are outlined in sections 3.4.1. 
5.3.1 Results and Discussion 
 The surface microstructures for RhxOy films synthesized at 20% OPP are shown 
in Fig. 5.33 a-d. The microstructure is also representative of the changes observed in the 
films grown at 50 and 80% OPPs (not shown). At 5 mTorr, the RhxOy films grow nano-
spherical grains that were tightly packed but well defined. As the WP was increased the 
grain shape and size remain largely unchanged. However, grains begin to cluster in a 
similar fashion similar to the those of 20% OPP and 30mTorr WP IrOx films (Fig. 5.8), 
albeit with much smaller voids between boundaries as shown in Fig. 5.32d.  The changes 
observed in the surface microstructure are somewhat reflected in the mean surface 
roughness shown in Fig. 5.36a. Roughness increased with increasing WP for films 
deposited at 20% OPP. Interestingly, the Sa increased considerably in films deposited at 






Figure 5.33. SEM micrographs of reactively sputtered RhxOy films deposited on 316 SS 
substrates and synthesized at 20% OPP and (a) 5 (b) 10 (c) 20 and (d) 30 mTorr WPs. 
 
 
 The films developed an increasingly columnar substructure as WP was increased 
in RhxOy similar to what was observed in the other single metal oxide systems as shown 
in Fig. 5.34, which depicts the cross-section of a RhxOy film deposited at 30 mTorr WP 
and 20% OPP. However, unlike the other systems which become more fibrous at 30 
mTorr, the columnar substructure for RhxOy is mainly intact at 30 mTorr. It is likely that 






Figure 5.34. Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of RhxOy, films deposited on Al2O3 
substrates synthesized at 30 mTorr WP and 20% OPP. 
 
 
 Indexing of the XRD patterns of RhxOy films indicate that films develop an 
apparent corundum crystal structure as shown in Fig. 5.35a-c. The expected 
stoichiometry of these films is Rh2O3; however, coatings were measured by EDS to be 
near or over-stochiometric as shown in Fig. 5.36b.  Overall, RhxOy films are nearly 
amorphous, with only a broad reflection centered on the primary (211) peak (around 
34.5°) observed in diffraction patterns for all WPs in RhxOy films deposited at 20% OPP 
as shown in Fig 5.35a. This broad peak is likely a result of a combination of small grain 
size, inhomogeneous strain, and the presence of metastable phases. Films become more 
amorphous with increased OPP as indicated by the (211) peak gradually broadening as 
shown in Figs. 5.35b and 5.35c for films deposited at 50 and 80% OPP, respectively. 
Additionally at 50 and 80% OPP films are shown to become more disordered with 
increasing WP. These changes are generally in line with the previously discussed 






Figure 5.35. X-ray diffraction patterns of  RhxOy, films deposited on 316 SS substrates 
synthesized at (a) 20 (b) 50 (c) 80% OPP. Dashed lines represent reference angles for 




Figure 5.36. (a) Mean surface area roughness (Sa) of RhxOy films synthesized at 20% 
OPP and deposited on 316 SS substrates. (b) Oxygen content (at. %) of RhxOy films as 






Figure 5.37. (a) Evolution of  CSCC with increasing WP and OPP for RhxOy films 
deposited on 316 SS substrates obtained from CV measurements. (b) Typical cyclic 
voltammograms (20th cycle) RhxOy films deposited on 316 SS substrates deposited at 
20% OPP and 5, 10, 20 and 30 mTorr WPs; voltammograms and inserts for lower 
pressure films are rescaled for better comparison; the numbers on the 30 mTorr profile 
represent the peak potentials. 
 
 
 The electrochemical properties of RhxOy films mirror those of the other single 
metal oxide systems, wherein improvements in electrochemical performance occur at 
higher synthesis WPs but a reduction in performance occur in response to higher OPPs. 
The results for the CSCC and impedance are shown in Figs. 5.37a and 5.38, respectively. 
The highest electrochemically performing films are those deposited at 30 mTorr WP and 
20%OPP. 
 Voltammograms for films deposited at 5-20 mTorr and 20% OPP shown in Figs. 
5.37b display no redox peak currents indicative of Rh(II)/Rh(III). At 30 mTorr, the RhxOy 
system begins to exhibit pseudocapacitive behavior as evidenced by the voltammogram 
shown in Fig. 5.37b, wherein peaks 2 and 5 are believed to be associated with the 
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Rh(II)/Rh(III) redox couple. Redox equations for typical RhxOy oxidation states are 
presented in the following redox equations: 
 
Rh3+ ∶  Rh2O3(s) + H2O(aq)  + 2e
− ⇌ 2RhO(s) + 2(OH)(aq)
−  (26a) 
Rh4+ ∶  2RhO2(s) + H2O(aq) + 2e
− ⇌ Rh2O3(s) + 2(OH)(aq)
−  (26b) 
 
 while peaks 3 and 6, and 1 and 4 are related to the reduction and oxidation of water 
(183). The ECM for RhxOy films deposited at 30 mTorr is identical to the IrOx ECM 
synthesized at the same conditions (Fig. 5.16). The reasoning for the use of this model for 
the RhxOy system is similar to justification behind its use for the IrOx system. The 




Figure 5.38. Electrochemical impedance Bode modulus plot of reactively sputtered 




ECM Elements for RhxOy Parameters, and Values
a
 
Element Rs Rp WT Cdl Rct Cfar CPEads 









 19 1.5 0.062 0.81 1.4E-05 134 0.0047 0.0055 0.76 
a
Films synthesized at 20% OPP and 30mTorr WP 
b
χ² = 0.005 
 
 
5.3.2 Summary and Conclusions 
 RhxOy films have growth characteristics similar to those of the previously 
discussed single metal oxide systems. RhxOy films become increasingly porous with 
increasing WP, and as a result the ESA is increased thus improving the charge exchange 
characteristics of films. The common +3 oxidation state is assumed to be the primary 
redox couple for charge exchange based on stoichiometry and the generally lower CSCC 
when compared to the IrOx films but higher CSCC than the PdO films (which have +4 
and +2 common oxidation states, respectively). Importantly, the substructure of RhxOy 
films remains columnar at 30 mTorr which hints that increasing the WP further will 
increase the electrochemical properties without immediately jeopardizing the mechanical 
properties of the films (too porous/low density) which could make it unsuitable for 
implantable neural interfaces. A table summarizing the maximum impedance and CSCC 


















) 0.24 ± 0.013 1.4 ± 0.82 15 ± 3.4 30 ± 0.72 
Impedance () 434330 180000 4178 1447 
a
 Film Synthesized at 30mTorr WP and 20% OPP 
 
 
5.4 Ruthenium Oxide Thin Films 
  In the following section the synthesis and characterization of RuOx thin films 
deposited under various OPP and WP conditions are discussed. The results presented in 
this section are components of published results. The synthesis parameters for RuOx are 
outlined in sections 3.4.1. 
5.4.1 Results and Discussion  
 The microstructure of RuOx films deposited at 20% OPP are shown in Fig 5.39a-
d. The surface microstructure is shown to be similar to that of the RhxOy films. The grains 
of RuOx films synthesized at 5 mTorr (Fig. 5.39a) are nanospherical and tightly packed. 
As WP is increased the spherical grains begin to cluster into spherical particles as shown 
in Figs. 5.39b and 5.39c. The surface microstructure of RuOx deposited at 20% OPP and 
30mTorr WP is shown in Fig. 5.39d. Films develop nano-spherical grains which cluster 
into polygonal-like shapes. The substructural growth observed in the RuOx films 
deposited at 20% OPP mirrors that of the previously investigated single metal oxide 
systems as shown in Fig. 5.40. which depicts the substructure of RuOx films deposited at 
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30 mTorr. Notably, the substructural growth is less columnar and more porous. This 




Figure 5.39. SEM micrographs of reactively sputtered RuOx films deposited on 316 SS 




Figure 5.40. Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of RuOx, films deposited on Al2O3 




 The surface microstructure of the RuOx films changes considerably at 20 and 30 
mTorr WPs as OPP is increased (20 mTorr films not shown) as shown in Figs. 5.41. The 
surface microstructure of RuOx deposited at 20% OPP and 30mTorr WP is shown in Fig. 
5.39d. The films develop nano-spherical grains which cluster into polygonal-like shapes 
at low OPPs. When deposited at 50% OPP the RuOx develop into planarized angular 
grains as shown in Fig. 5.41a. Close inspection of these surfaces reveals that the presence 
of nano-spherical grains, suggesting this transformation is a form of early-stage  
crystallization which is surprising due to the low ambient deposition temperatures.  The 
films grown at 80% OPP reveal much of the same microstructure observed in the 50% 
OPP films as shown in Fig. 5.40b. However, the additional nano-spherical surface 
features on the grains are no longer present.  Congruent with the other single metal 
oxides, the surface roughness is shown to increase with increasing WP for RuOx films 




Figure 5.41. SEM micrographs of reactively sputtered RuOx films deposited on 316 SS 






Figure 5.42. Mean surface area roughness (Sa) of RuOx films synthesized at 20% OPP and 
deposited on 316 SS substrates.  
 
 
 XRD analysis of the RuOx reveals films grow with a rutile crystal structure as 
shown in Fig. 5.43a-c, consistent with an expected stoichiometry of RuO2. Films 
deposited at 20% OPP presented in Fig. 5.43a shows that at low WPs films are untextured 
and polycrystalline. As WP is increased RuOx films show preferential growth in the (110) 
orientation with the (020) and (121) reflections broadening and decreasing in intensity 
(with the exception of the 10 mTorr sample). Surprisingly, films deposited at 50% OPP 
shown in Fig. 5.43b are the most crystalline of the three OPPs and show preferential 
growth in the (110) orientation. Additionally, the presence of the (011) reflection is 
present at 20 and 30 mTorr which coincides with the growth of the planarized polygonal 
grains. Films deposited at 80% OPP shown in Fig. 5.43c are less crystalline than their 
lower OPP counterparts. However, the presence of the (110) and the (011) orientations 
particularly at 20 and 30 mTorr OPP does suggest the (011) surface is related to the flat 
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polygonal particle growth. Similar to what was found in IrOx the presence of this surface 
may be related to increased surface energies such that the equilibrium (lowest stability 
ratio) phase cannot form. Notably, the RuOx films that do not develop the planarized 
grains generally are measured as being close to or under-stoichiometric whereas those 
that do possess the polygonal planarized microstructure are shown to be largely over 
stoichiometric (Fig. 5.44). Based on the chemical composition, the planarized grains 
possess oxygen content which would indicate the growth of RuO4. However, the presence 
of RuO4 is highly unlikely, and it is more likely the excess oxygen is interstitially 
implanted and/or trapped. The morphology of the surfaces may be related to a surface 
reconstruction, or a more stable rutile surface as indicated by the presence of the (011) 
peak resulting from the O2 adlayer. Details of these surface should be investigated further 




Figure 5.43. X-ray diffraction patterns of  RuOx, films deposited on 316 SS substrates 
synthesized at (a) 20 (b) 50 (c) 80% OPP; dashed lines represent reference angles for 






Figure 5.44. Oxygen content of RuOx films deposited on 316 SS substrates as measured. 
 
 
 The CSCC for RuOx films is shown in Fig. 5.45a. RuOx films deposited at 20% 
OPP show a similar electrochemical response to those observed in the other binary oxide 
systems wherein as WP is increased the CSCC increases with similar explanation. The 
CSCC of the 50 and 80% OPP films i.e., those that develop the planarized polygonal 
grains, have low CSCC. This is expected as the ESA of the films is severely diminished 
by this microstructure. The corresponding CV curves for films deposited at 20% OPP 
shown in Fig. 5.45b suggest that the activation of Ru(III)/Ru(IV) given by Eqn. 27, 
occurs at WPs as low as 10 mTorr as the 2/5 peak potentials (these are assumed to be 
indicative of the R(III)/Ru(IV) redox couple) are clearly visible on this curve.  
 
Ru3+ ∶  Ru2O3(s) + H2O(aq)  + 2e
− ⇌ 2RuO(s) + 2(OH)(aq)
−  (27a) 
Ru4+ ∶  2RuO2(s) + H2O(aq) + 2e
− ⇌ Ru2O3(s) + 2(OH)(aq)




Figure 5.45. (a) Evolution of  CSCC with WP and OPP for RuOx films deposited on 316 
SS substrates obtained from CV measurements. (b) Typical cyclic voltammograms (20th 
cycle) RuOx films deposited on 316 SS substrates and synthesized at 20% OPP. 
Voltammograms and inserts for lower WP films are rescaled for better comparison; the 
numbers on the 30 mTorr profile represent the peak potentials. 
 
 
 To assess the substrate dependence on the electrochemical properties the total 
CSC was measured on as-deposited films grown on 316 SS and SiO2/Si substrates, and 
the results are presented in Fig. 5.46. The 316 SS substrate does result in a higher CSC 
(from the as-rolled surface texture of the substrate) over the comparatively much less 
rough SiO2/Si substrate. However, the difference in performance between films deposited 
on the different two substrates is roughly 10% (around a maximum 5mC/cm2 ) and the 
trend of performance as a function of thickness is nearly identical. This demonstrates that 
the as-rolled stainless substrates are a suitable and effective test platform for investigating 





Figure 5.46. Total CSC of RuOx films deposited on 316 SS and SiO2/Si substrates as a 
function of thickness.  
 
 
 The EIS spectra for RuOx films deposited at 20% OPP are shown in Fig. 5.47a-b. 
Similar to the other single metal oxide systems, the impedance decreases with increasing 
WP (Fig. 5.47a). As inferred from the CV curves, a change in the electrochemical 
response is observed when WP is increased to 10 mTorr (which is comparatively lower 
WP than the 20 mTorr in the other single metal oxide systems). This is confirmed in the 
phase angle response shown in Fig. 5.47b, which shows a large inflection in the phase 
angle at approximately 100 Hz. This is characteristic of a kinetically slow time constant 
indicative of mixed kinetic and diffusion-controlled response. In other words, the charge 
exchange or reaction rate is fast enough where there is depletion of the electroactive 
species at the electrode which promotes diffusion via a concentration gradient. However, 
it is much slower when compared to that of the films grown at the higher WPs. This is 
likely related to the activation of Ru(II)/R(III) and the Ru(III)/Ru(IV) oxidation states as 
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well as increases in film porosity. Additionally, the ECM used to describe the EIS results 
from the 20% OPP and 30 mTorr WP IrOx and RhxOy films is translatable to the RuOx 




Figure 5.47. EIS Bode (a) modulus impedance (b) phase angle plots of reactively 




ECM Elements for RuOx Parameters, and Values
a
 
Element Rs Rp WT Cdl Rct Cfar CPEads 









 34 0.43 0.075 0.84 3.3E-05 116 0.0065 0.0077 0.65 
a
Films synthesized at 20% OPP and 30mTorr WP 
b






5.4.2 Summary and Conclusions 
 Despite the lower performance of films synthesized at 50 and 80% OPP, RuOx 
films deposited at 20% OPP show the highest electrochemical performance among the 
four single metal oxide systems as measured by CSCC and as shown in Table 5.12. This 
is assisted by the apparent activation of the Ru(III)/Ru(IV) oxidation states at lower WPs. 
Similar developmental progression of microstructure as a function of WP observed in the 
other three single metal oxide systems occurs in the RuOx system. This is confirmed by 
SEM cross sections and electrochemical analyses. However as previously mentioned, the 
planarized polygonal grains that grow at 50 and 80% OPP are detrimental to 
electrochemical performance. This decrease is attributed to decreased roughness and 
more generally a decrease in the ESA in these coatings. RuOx films were also used to 
demonstrate the effect of substrate dependence on electrochemical performance by 
comparing the CSC of films deposited on as-rolled 316 SS and SiO2/Si substrates. The 
results demonstrate that for the substrate materials utilized in this thesis, the contributions 
of substrate, whether it be templating or otherwise towards the enhancement of 
electrochemical performance is small and the fundamental trends are not impacted by 










Cathodic Charge Storage Capacity and Maximum Impedance of RuOx
a
 
Working Pressure (mTorr) 5 10 20 30 
CSCC (mC/cm
2
) 7.0 ± 1.8 15 ±3.0 29 ± 1.8 56 ± 1.2 
Impedance () 85414 3617 1385 942 
a
Films synthesized at 20% OPP and 30mTorr WP 
 
 
5.5 Single Metal Oxide Thin Films Cytotoxicity 
 Cytotoxic testing of binary oxide films synthesized at 30 mTorr and 20% OPP 
were carried out as outlined in section 4.5. As shown in Fig. 5.48, no cytotoxic effects 
were identified in day 1.  After the third day, IrOx, RhxOy, and PdO films continue to 
show no significant cytotoxic effects while the RuOx films did show a reduction in cell 
viability. The IrOx, RhxOy, and PdO films can be said to have good cell adhesion and do 
not cause cell lysis via apoptosis. On the other hand, the results from the RuOx cell 
cultures experience about a 40 % decrease in cell population viability on day 3. This may 
be due to the cells not adequately adhering to the coated surface or the materials causing 
apoptotic cell death, or both. All test materials however show excellent cell viability on 






Figure 5.48. Viability of cells grown on the single metal oxide thin films. The Cu and Si 
are the positive and negative controls, respectively.  
 
 
5.6 Single Metal Oxide Thin Films Summary and Conclusions 
 The IrOx power density study demonstrated that the electrochemical properties of 
films are improved when sputter deposition of films is performed at lower power 
densities (specifically 2.5 and 4.9 W/cm2). The mfp and incident energies of PdO were 
modeled by Monte Carlo method simulations. The simulations along, with the SEM 
micrographs and, ECM suggest that the growth of columnar and porous substructures 
observed across all single metal oxide systems is a consequence of shorter mfp and 
thereby lower incident particle energies. XRD analysis of the as-deposited PdO films 
revealed that films experience a considerable expansion in d-spacing as measured by the 
(011) lattice constant. This expansion is assumed to be from interstitial implantation of 
oxygen from energetic NOI bombardment. These effects were shown to be greater in 
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films synthesized at higher OPPs and lower WPs. Thermal annealing of the PdO films 
suggested films undergo defect annihilation and interstitial oxygen migration at 
temperatures up to 450°C adding credibility to the non-equilibrium configuration 
argument. Additionally, PdO films which experience the least amount of lattice 
expansion i.e., those deposited at 20% OPP have improved electrochemical performance. 
This response indicates that the electrochemical properties of films may be weakly 
influenced by lattice expansion/contraction. The dependence of substrate material on the 
electrochemical performance of RuOx films deposited on 316 SS and SiO2/Si substrates 
was investigated. Results clearly demonstrated that the electrochemical performance of 
films is only slightly influenced by the substrate materials used in this thesis and the 
trends as a function of deposition parameter are substrate independent  
 The electrochemical performance was demonstrated to improve with increasing 
WP for all single metal oxides when synthesized at 20% OPP as shown in Fig. 5.49a and 
Table 5.13. The evidence strongly suggests that these improvements are a consequence of 
an increase in porosity and thereby an increase in the ESA of the coatings, as well as the 
activation of higher oxidation states for the different systems. Considerable 
microstructural changes occur for the IrOx and RuOx systems when synthesized at higher 
WPs and OPPSs. For IrOx the resultant nanoflake microstructure, while high performing 
electrochemically, is mechanically fragile and not well adhered to the substrate. These 
characteristics make these otherwise high performing films generally less suitable for 
implantable neural interfacing applications. Additionally, the nanoflake microstructure 
which is undesirable is shown to grow (but not dominate) at 20% OPP and 30 mTorr WP. 
On the other hand, RuOx films at synthesized at high WPs and OPPs grow planarized 
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polygonal grains. The growth of this planarized microstructure results in a considerable 
reduction in the electrochemical performance of RuOx. This reduction in performance is 
attributed to the reduction in ESA and surface roughness making them less suitable for 
use as implantable neural interface coatings. 
 Thus, the synthesis conditions which result in films that possess favorable 
electrochemical and structural properties are identified to be those deposited at 30 mTorr 
WP, 20% OPP, and lower power densities. These optimal parameters are consistent 
across all four single metal oxides. With this understanding it is worthwhile to compare 
the electrochemical performance as a function of thickness of the single metal oxide 
systems synthesized at the optimized conditions.  As shown in Fig. 5.49b, when directly 
compared the RuOx, IrOx, RhxOy, and PdO films are the best to least electrochemically 
performing, respectively. Interestingly, as shown in Table 5.14 a linear fit of the 
thickness dependent binary oxide (Fig. 5.49b) films reveals that the RhxOy has the largest 
gradient across the thicknesses investigated (nearly double that of RuOx and IrOx), 
followed by the RuOx and IrOx which have similar gradient, and then the PdO with the 
most modest slope. This suggests at sufficiently large thicknesses RhxOy will outperform 
all other single metal oxides assuming the linear dependence is maintained at greater film 
thicknesses.  The differences may be related to the smaller nano-spherical grain clusters 
observed in the RhxOy films.  
 The investigation of the single metal oxides has produced a consistent set of 
synthesis parameters which yield exceptional electrochemical properties and favorable 
microstructures. Furthermore, investigations into the biocompatibility of films via a cell 
viability assay using neuronal cells suggests that the binary oxide materials are non-
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cytotoxic with all materials showing strong cell viability after 7 days.  In aggregate, these 
findings were used to facilitate and expedite the investigation of the binary and ternary 




Figure 5.49. (a) The CSCC of the single metal oxide thin films synthesized at 20% OPP 
as a function (a) WP. (b) The CSCC as a function of coating thickness for the single metal 





















Electrochemical Performance of Single Metal Oxides a 
Binary Oxide
a
 WP (mTorr) CSCC (mC/cm
2
) Max Impedance () 
IrOx 5 0.33 ± 0.033 210410 
PdO 5 2.3 ± 1.6 104100 
RhxOy 5 0.24 ± 0.013 434330 
RuOx 5 7.0 ± 1.8 85414 
IrOx 10 0.46 ± 0.0042 155210 
PdO 10 3.4 ± 0.27 62986 
RhxOy 10 1.4 ± 0.82 180000 
RuOx 10 15 ± 3.0 3617 
IrOx 20 25 ± 4.0 4756 
PdO 20 6.4 ± 0.77 34271 
RhxOy 20 15 ± 3.4 4178 
RuOx 20 29 ± 1.8 1385 
IrOx 30 45 ± 7.01 1036 
PdO 30 11.6 ± 0.53 6072 
RhxOy 30 30 ± 0.72 1447 
RuOx 30 56 ± 1.2 942 
a















 Intercept Slope R 
IrOx 22.8 0.013x 0.993 
PdO 7.96 0.006x 0.989 
RhxOy 10.9 0.026x 0.992 
RuOx 25.3 0.014x 0.959 
a






Binary Metal Oxide Thin Films  
 This chapter contains the results for the Ir(1-x)Mx (M = Pd, Rh, Ru) binary metal 
oxide systems. Films were first characterized by identifying microstructures and the 
range of compositions that were deposited by a combinatorial method. In addition, the 
solute concentrations of the M metals were identified which suppress nanoflake 
microstructure. Films were then electrochemically characterized via CV. The results are 
presented as the CSCC as function of composition (ratio of metals present in the coating 
or atomic percent oxygen content). The CSCC of the single metal endmember oxides 
synthesized under identical sputtering pressure conditions are included for comparison. 
6.1 Ir(1-x)Pdx Oxide Thin Films 
 In the following sections the characterization of Ir(1-x)PdxOy thin films deposited 
by combinatorial synthesis as outlined in section 3.4.2 are discussed. Approximately 60 
compositions were selected and characterized from one deposition. The CSCC of the 30 
mTorr WP and 20% OPP coatings were measured on the as-deposited Ir(1-x)PdxOy films 
deposited on 316 SS substrates. The thicknesses of the films were estimated from a 
secondary deposition. Due to the inexact nature of the estimations, a standard least 






6.1.1 Results and Discussion 
 Representative microstructures of the Ir(1-x)PdxOy films are presented in Figs. 6.1. 
Ir(1-x)PdxOy films with low Pd content (x = 0.14) develop nano-spherical grains which 
cluster into large irregular shapes as shown in Fig. 6.1a. The microstructure is 
reminiscent to that of the 20% OPP and 30 mTorr WP IrOx films (Fig. 5.8a) but with 
more tightly packed grain clusters. At these high Ir concentrations some evidence of 
nanoflake microstructure is present as noted in Fig. 6.1a. However, the incorporation of 
Pd is largely able to suppress nanoflake growth. Between 0.14 < x < 0.90 the 
microstructure is dominated by nano-spherical grains that combine into small clusters as 
shown in Fig. 6.1b. At Pd concentrations around x ≥ 0.90 Ir(1-x)PdxOy films begin to adopt 
microstructure that resembles that of the endmember PdO as shown in Fig. 6.1c. The 
microstructure in this zone features large irregularly shaped polygonal grains which grow 
from surfaces composed of the nano-spherical grains observed in the intermediate solid 
solution region (0.14 < x < 0.90).  
The changes in microstructure are reflected in the changes XRD patterns for 
Ir(1-x)PdxOy deposited at 10 mTorr shown in Fig. 6.2. Above approximately x = 0.92 the 
crystal structure of the Ir(1-x)PdxOy films adopts that of the PdO endmember. Over the 
intermediate range of compositions (0.92 < x < 0.18), films lack any long-range structural 
ordering except for a small (011) peak observed in the XRD patterns. Above x = 0.18, 
films likely adopt the IrOx crystal structure, as indicated by the nanoflake growth at 
approximately x = 0.14 observed in the 30 mTorr WP samples.  
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This structural evolution is notable as it suggests that initially Pd is 
substitutionally replaced by Ir at high Pd concentrations (x ≥ 0.90) in the PdO crystal 
structure making it a primary solid solution. This is followed by the growth of an 
intermediate solid solution over the compositional ranges 0.14 < x < 0.90. The crystal 
structure over this intermediate region is disordered and deviates from the structure of 
either of the single metal oxide endmembers. Finally, at Pd concentrations of 
approximately x ≤ 0.14 films are again primary solid solutions as indicated by the 
presence of nanoflake-like microstructure. At this compositional region however, the IrOx 




Figure 6.1. SEM micrographs of Ir(1-x)PdxOy  deposited on 316 SS substrates synthesized 
at 30 mTorr and 20% OPP with Pd content of (a) x = 0.16 (b) x = 0.50 and (c) x = 0.90.  
 
 
 The solubility limit of each metal into the others oxide lattice can be inferred from 
the micrographs, XRD patterns, and knowledge of their respective compositions (Fig. 
6.3a). The Hume-Rothery rules, which describe the solubility of an element into a metal 
to form a solid solution can be applied to metal oxide systems with some additional 
considerations(184). The Hume-Rothery rules state the following: 
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1. Accommodation in appreciable quantities of a solute atom into a solvent 
(substitutionally) can be achieved if the atomic size difference of each of the atoms is 
no more than 15%. For oxides which involve cations (metals) and anions (oxygen) 
this is changed to the ionic radius. For this thesis we consider the ionic radius based 
on the assumed oxidation states of the metals (shown in Table 2.2).  
2. Both materials must possess the same crystal structure. 
3. Each element must have similar electronegativity. The larger the difference in 
electronegativity the greater likelihood of forming an intermetallic compound 
(crystal structure of the compound differs from that of both the endmembers). 
4. Elements should have identical valency; However, metals with higher valency are 
more likely to be accommodated.  
 With these considerations and the elemental values provided in Table 2.2, it can 
be assumed that there will be limited solubility of Pd into IrOx and vice-versa. For 
instance, Pd2+ dissolving into the lattice position of Ir4+ will result in a cation vacancy 
(185) and a non-neutral crystal structure with two uncompensated electrons (i.e., one 
O2-). As a consequence, adjacent Ir+4 could be reduced to Ir3+ to maintain charge 
neutrality. Alternatively, the creation of vacancies could also occur. Additionally, the 
size factor and valency (considering the ionic radii of the assumed oxidation states) are 






Figure 6.2. X-ray diffraction patterns of  Ir(1-x)PdxOy films synthesized at 10mTorr and 
20% OPP.  
 
 
 A standard least squares model was used to predict film thicknesses that could not 
be matched with measurements determined from the secondary binary metal oxide 
deposition. To identify key relations between parameters, a full factorial design was 
selected which took into consideration the metallic ratio of metals, oxygen content (at. 
%), and CSCC of the single and binary metal oxides. The known thicknesses of the single 
and binary metal oxide films were also included to approximate unknown film 
thicknesses.    
 Regardless of the underlying mechanics behind the suppression of nanoflake 
growth, the resultant microstructures possess desirable mechanical characteristics. To 
completely evaluate the suitability of these films for neural interfacing applications the 
electrochemical properties of the films were measured via CV. The CSCC as a function 
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of thickness for the Ir(1-x)PdxOy films deposited at 30 mTorr and 20% OPP is presented in 
Fig. 6.3b. Only Ir(1-x)PdxOy films which possessed similar metallic concentrations within 
a tolerance of x ± 0.01 and had different thicknesses are reported. Furthermore, the CSCC 
as a function of thickness that was previously presented for the single metal oxides in 
Section 5.6 for the IrOx and PdO endmembers are included for comparison. The linear fit 
of the data was used for better comparison between the compositions and systems. 
Furthermore, the endmember single metal oxides possessed a linear-like thickness 
dependence when synthesized under similar conditions, thus it is assumed that a similar 
characteristic should manifest in the binary metal oxide films. Generally, the CSCC 
trends upward with decreasing Pd-concentrations with all compositions possessing 
superior electrochemical performance when compared to that of the PdO endmember. 
On the other hand, only compositions where x ≥ 0.23 possess superior electrochemical 
performance over the IrOx endmember. The CSCC data also suggests that at 
compositions where Pd is assumed to be close to its solubility limit in the IrOx metal 
lattice sites i.e., x ≈ 0.15, the CSCC exceeds all other compositions for thicknesses 
greater than or equal to 800 nm. The difference in the gradient observed at x ≈ 0.15 may 
be related to changes in film morphology and microstructure that occur at this threshold. 
This behavior is similar to that observed in the RhxOy films when its CSCC was 






Figure 6.3. (a) Composition of Ir(1-x)PdxOy films synthesized at 20% OPP and 30 mTorr 
WP based on relative metallic content and expected microstructural characteristics. (b) 
CSCC as a function of film thickness of Ir(1-x)PdxOy which developed a thickness gradient. 
The results from the single metal oxides endmembers of PdO and IrOx (non-nanoflake) 
are included for comparison.  
 
 
6.1.2. Summary and Conclusions 
 The incorporation of Pd into the lattice of IrOx completely suppressed nanoflake 
growth at Ir(1-x)PdxOy concentrations of x > 0.14 resulting in high performing coatings 
with favorable microstructural properties. This Pd concentration coincides with what is 
believed to be the approximate primary solid solution solubility limit of Pd into IrOx i.e., 
the limit where the Ir(1-x)PdxOy  system still adopts the crystal structure of IrOx. This was 
determined qualitatively by comparing the SEM micrographs, compositional data, and 
XRD patterns of various Ir(1-x)PdxOy compositions. The Ir(1-x)PdxOy microstructures that 
develop over approximately 0.14 ≤ x < 0.90 consisted of nano-spherical grain clusters of 
various sizes. Through similar consideration of the primary solid solution range, the Ir(1-
x)PdxOy system over this compositional range is assumed to be an intermediary solid 
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solution wherein the resultant crystal structure differs from either of the endmember 
oxides. Above x ≥ 0.90 Pd concentrations, Ir(1-x)PdxOy films grew large polygonal-like 
grains which were reminiscent of the PdO endmember microstructure (Fig. 5.19). A large 
range of Ir(1-x)PdxOy  compositions (x ≥ 0.14) were shown to grow favorable 
microstructures for implantable neural interfacing applications.  
 The various compositional and thickness gradients that naturally develop as a 
result of the combinatorial method used enabled an investigation of the CSCC as a 
function of thickness and composition. Results showed for all compositions which 
developed a thickness dependence, the electrochemical properties of the Ir(1-x)PdxOy films 
were superior to that of the PdO endmember. On the other hand, only Ir(1-x)PdxOy 
compositions with x ≤ 0.23 possessed improved electrochemical performance over the 
non-nanoflake dominated IrOx endmember.  
6.2. Ir(1-x)Rux Oxide Thin Films 
 In the following sections the characterization of Ir(1-x)RuxOy thin films deposited 
by combinatorial synthesis as outlined in section 3.4.2 are discussed. Approximately 60 
compositions were characterized from one deposition. The CSCC of the 30 mTorr WP 
and 20% OPP coatings were measured on the as-deposited Ir(1-x)RuxOy films deposited on 
316 SS substrates. The endmember oxides synthesized under identical sputtering 
conditions are included for comparison. The thicknesses of the films were estimated from 
a secondary deposition. Due to the inexact nature of the estimations, a standard least 
squares regression model was implemented as described in Section 6.1.1 with JMP® 
software to assist with thickness estimation. 
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6.2.1. Results and Discussion 
 Representative microstructures of Ir(1-x)RuxOy films over a range of compositions 
are shown in Fig. 6.4. Nanoflake-like microstructure (not shown) begins to grow in 
Ir(1-x)RuxOy  films at approximately x < 0.34. As the Ru content x approaches 0.34, the 
microstructure adopts the familiar nano-spherical grain clustering that has been observed 
in some other oxide systems. Mirroring the Ir(1-x)PdxOy system, the Ir(1-x)RuxOy similarly 
develops nano-spherical grains in the intermediary compositional solid solution ranges 
(0.34 > x > 0.7) as depicted in Fig. 6.4b. As shown in Fig.6.5c for high Ru concentrations 
(x ≥ 0.70) the Ir(1-x)RuxOy system grains become increasingly polygonal, reminiscent of 
the RuOx films synthesized at 20% OPP and 30 mTorr WP. At these higher Ru 
concentrations, the Ir(1-x)RuxOy  surfaces consist of nano-spherical grains that cluster into 
irregularly shaped polygonal structures. These polygonal-like grain clusters are 
apparently much more angular than that of the RuOx endmember counterpart.  The range 
of compositions based on the atomic ratio of Ir/Ru and the corresponding distinguishing 




Figure 6.4. SEM micrographs of Ir(1-x)RuxOy  deposited on 316 SS substrates synthesized 




  The CSCC for the Ir(1-x)RuxOy films as function of composition and thickness is 
presented in Fig. 6.5b. The slope of the CSCC as a function of thickness of each 
composition of Ir(1-x)RuxOy  was greater than that of the single metal oxide endmembers. 
Additionally, the cross-over thicknesses where the binary metal oxide system exceeds the 
electrochemical performance of the endmember oxides were approximately 600 nm, and 
600-700 nm, for IrOx and RuOx, respectively.  At 1 µm the electrochemical performance 
of the Ir(1-x)RuxOy films was considerably greater than that of either of the single metal 





Figure 6.5. (a) Composition of Ir(1-x)RuxOy based on relative metallic content and 
expected microstructural characteristics. (b) CSCC as a function of film thickness of 
Ir(1-x)RuxOy which developed a thickness gradient. The results from the single metal oxide 






6.2.2 Summary and Conclusions 
 Similar to the other binary metal oxide systems, the microstructural features of the 
Ir(1-x)RuxOy system are determined by metallic concentration suggesting that performance 
can be tailored. Among the microstructures present are the previously discussed 
nanoflakes which grow at x < 0.34 (not shown), the transitionary microstructure 
characterized by large grain clusters at x ≈ 0.34, the intermediary microstructure 
consisting of small clusters of nano-spherical grains at 0.34 < x < 0.7, and the polygonal-
like grains at x ≥ 0.70. Thus, the approximate primary solid solution limits based on 
relative metallic concentration for the Ir(1-x)RuxOy system are approximately x = 0.34 for 
Ru into IrOx is x ≈ 0.34, and 1-x = 0.30 for Ir into RuOx. 
 Generally, the electrochemical performance of the Ir(1-x)RuxOy films eclipse that of 
the single metal oxide endmembers at film thicknesses 700 nm. Notably, films which 
grew nanoflake microstructure (x < 0.34) possessed lower performance when compared 
to their non-nanoflake counterparts. Furthermore, electrochemical performance improved 
as Ru content x increased in films. Additionally, non-nanoflake Ir(1-x)RuxOy films 
possessed higher electrochemical performance over the nanoflake Ir(1-x)RuxOy films. For 
the Ir(1-x)RuxOy  system, depending on film composition and thickness, it has been shown 
that the electrochemical performance of films can be enhanced over the single metal 
oxide endmembers while maintaining desirable microstructures.    
6.3 Ir(1-x)Rhx Oxide Thin Films 
 In the following sections the characterization of Ir(1-x)RhxOy thin films deposited 
by combinatorial synthesis as outlined in section 3.4.2 are discussed. Approximately 60 
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compositions were characterized from one deposition. The CSCC of the 30 mTorr WP 
and 20% OPP coatings were measured on the as-deposited Ir(1-x)RhxOy films deposited on 
316 SS substrates. The results from the single metal oxide endmembers synthesized 
under identical sputtering conditions are included for comparison. The thicknesses of the 
films were estimated from a secondary deposition. Due to the inexact nature of the 
estimations, a standard least squares regression model as described in Section 6.1.1 was 
performed with JMP® software to assist with thickness estimations. 
6.3.1 Results and Discussion 
 Representative microstructures which grow at various compositions of  
Ir(1-x)RhxOy are presented in Fig. 6.6. At x concentrations < 0.50, the Ir(1-x)RhxOy films 
grow nanoflake (not shown) and mixed nano-spherical/flake microstructure as shown in 
Fig. 6.1a. Ir(1-x)RhxOy with Rh concentrations of approximately x ≈ 0.50 grow variably 
sized tightly packed clusters of nano-spherical grains as shown in Fig. 6.6a. Between 0.50 
< x < 0.85, Ir(1-x)RhxOy films develop nano-spherical grains which grow into small 
clusters as shown in Fig. 6.6c. At x = 0.85 (Fig. 6.6d), films grow nano-spherical grains 
clustered similarly to that of the RhxOy endmember. The range of compositions based on 
the metallic ratio of metals and expected microstructures are shown in Fig. 6.7a. The 







Figure 6.6. SEM micrographs of Ir(1-x)RhxOy  deposited on 316 SS substrates synthesized 
at 30 mTorr and 20% OPP with Rh content of (a) x = 0.42 (b) x = 0.50 and (c) x = 0.80 
(d) x = 0.85.  
 
 
 The CSCC as a function of thickness and composition of the Ir(1-x)RhxOy films is 
presented in Fig. 6.7.  The Ir(1-x)RhxOy solid solutions possessed superior electrochemical 
performance when compared to either of the endmember single metal oxides at 
thicknesses above 750 nm. Generally, as the Rh content is increased the electrochemical 
performance is reduced in the Ir(1-x)RhxOy. The highest performing films are those that are 
dominated by nanoflake growth (x = 0.08 and 0.24). Films which are dominated by nano-
spherical growth but possessed some nanoflake microstructure (x = 0.43) had similar 
electrochemical performance to films which grew large clusters of nanospherical grains 
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(x ≈ 0.50).  The slope of the CSCC as a function of thickness is shown to change at a rate 




Figure 6.7. (a) Composition of Ir(1-x)RhxOy based on relative metallic content and 
expected microstructural characteristics. (b) CSCC as a function of film thickness of Ir(1-
x)RhxOy which developed a thickness gradient. The results from the single metal oxide 
endmembers of RhxOy and IrOx are included for comparison. 
 
 
6.3.2 Summary and Conclusions 
 Based on the composition and microstructural changes of the Ir(1-x)RhxOy films, 
Rh has a larger primary substitutional solubility window (x ≈ 0.50) into the IrOx lattice 
than the other two binary metal oxide systems evaluated. On the other hand, the 
substitution of Ir into the RhxOy lattice is much more limited and is believed to be around 
Ir concentrations 1 – x of approximately 0.20. Regardless of composition the Ir(1-x)RhxOy 
films had enhanced electrochemical performance in comparison to either of the single 
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metal endmember oxides.  However, unlike the Ir(1-x)RuxOy system, increasing the 
concentration of Rh reduced electrochemical performance. Additionally, the 
electrochemical performance of Ir(1-x)RhxOy films which were dominated by nanoflake 
growth were the highest performing of the various compositions overall.  
6.4 Binary Metal Oxide Thin Films Summary and Conclusions 
 The compositional ranges for each of the binary metal Ir(1-x)MxOy have been 
identified which suppress nanoflake growth while maintaining high electrochemical 
performance, and a summary of the results are presented in Table 6.1. Each binary metal 
oxide system required different solute concentrations in order to transition from a primary 
solid solution which possessed the IrOx nanoflake structure to an intermediate solid 
solution structure which possessed an apparent different crystal structure. Similar 
concentration limits have been identified for Ir into the MOx lattice. The solute 
concentrations required for the microstructural transitions to occur are broadly described 
by the Hume-Rothery rules (with additional considerations for ceramic systems) and 
Schottky defect effects.  Among the three binary metal oxide systems the Ir(1-x)PdxOy 
required the least (x ≈ 0.14), while the Ir(1-x)RhxOy system required the greatest (x ≈ 0.50) 
amount of Mx metal for nanoflake growth to be suppressed. In both cases, these values 
are likely related to the substitutional solubility limits of each element into the others 












Nanoflake Intermediate Mx Endmember 
Ir(1-x)PdxOy  x < 0.14 0.14 ≤ x ≤ 0.90 x > 0.90 
Ir(1-x)RuxOy  x < 0.34 0.34 ≤ x ≤ 0.70 x > 0.70 
Ir(1-x)RhxOy  x < 0.50 0.50 ≤ x ≤ 0.80 x > 0.80 
a
Films synthesized at 20% OPP and 30mTorr WP 
 
 
 The electrochemical performance of all binary metal oxides improved with 
increased coating thickness. Additionally, the slope of the CSCC as a function of 
thickness for each binary metal oxide systems was higher than that of their endmember 
single metal oxide counterparts. As a consequence, film thickness had a greater 
contribution to electrochemical performance such that the binary metal oxides were only 
able to outperform their single metal oxide endmembers if grown above specific 
thicknesses. For the Ir(1-x)RhxOy and Ir(1-x)RuxOy systems, all compositions outperformed 
their single metal oxide endmembers if grown to thicknesses ≥ 750 nm. However, only 
two compositions (x = 0.15 and 0.23) for the Ir(1-x)PdxOy system were able to 
electrochemically outperform both endmembers and only if grown at thicknesses ≥ 800 
nm. Comparatively, the electrochemical performance of the binary metal oxides at 
compositions near or at the assumed primary solubility limits of the M metal  (Fig. 6.8) 
indicate that the Ir(1-x)Rux, Ir(1-x)Pdx, and Ir(1-x)Rhx oxides are the highest to lowest 
performing at 1 µm, respectively.  Additionally, Fig. 6.8 shows the difference in gradient 
and CSCC between the binary metal and single metal oxide endmembers. These 
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differences indicate that in addition to the microstructural changes that were observed, 
the electrochemical properties of the binary metal oxides may meaningfully deviate from 




Figure 6.8. CSCC as a function of film thickness for the primary solubility limit 
compositions of the binary metal oxides. The results from the single metal oxide 







Ternary Metal Oxide Thin Films 
 This chapter contains the results for the Ir(1-x)MxMz
′  (M = Pd, Rh, Ru) ternary 
metal oxide systems. Films were first characterized by identifying microstructure and the 
range of compositions that were developed from utilizing the combinatorial method. In 
addition, the solute concentration of the MxMz
′
 metals were identified which suppress 
nanoflake microstructure. Films were then electrochemically characterized by CV. 
7.1 Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuz Oxide Thin Films 
 In the following sections the characterization of Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy thin films 
deposited via combinatorial synthesis as outlined in section 3.4.3 is discussed. 
Approximately 60 unique compositions were characterized from one deposition. The 
CSCC was measured on the as-deposited Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy films deposited on 316 SS 
substrates.  
7.1.1 Results and Discussion 
 Representative microstructures for various compositions of Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy are 
presented in Fig. 7.1a-c. The presence of Pd considerably suppressed nanoflake growth in 
the Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy system. The resultant microstructure with the highest Ir-content that 
possessed no evidence of nanoflake formation occurs at x = 0.16 and z = 0.05 and is 
shown in Fig. 7.1a. The microstructure is characterized by nanosized spherical grains 
which cluster into particles of various sizes. The microstructure of the Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy 
films is shown to adopt that of the closest single/binary metal oxide when in primary 
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solid solution compositional regions. This behavior similarly to what was observed in the 
binary metal oxide systems. For instance, for the highest Ru content film shown in Fig. 
7.1b with x = 0.30 and z = 0.50, the microstructure has features resembling the polygonal 
grains observed in higher Ru content Ir(1-x) RuxOy and the RuOx endmember.  Ir(1-x-
z)PdxRuzOy films possessing higher Pd content (x = 0.90 and z = 0.020) (Fig. 7.1c) 
displayed microstructural characteristics resembling those of the high Pd content Ir(1-
x)PdxOy and PdO films synthesized under similar conditions. Similar to the binary metal 
oxide intermediate microstructures, the intermediate solid solution microstructure for the 
Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy ternary  metal oxides shown in Fig. 7.2 is characterized by small clusters 




Figure 7.1. SEM micrographs of Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy deposited on 316 SS substrates with (a) 







Figure 7.2. SEM micrographs of Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy deposited on 316 SS substrates with x = 
0.36 and z = 0.30. 
 
 
 The ternary density CSCC plot for Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy is shown in Fig. 7.3. The 
aforementioned zone which possessed the highest Ir concentration without any nanoflake 
microstructural features (x = 0.16, z = 0.05) is shown to have moderately high CSCC in 
the range of 49-56 mC/cm2. It should be emphasized that this plot does not account for 
variable coating thickness. Several other regions of high CSCC exist. These include x = 
0.37 and z = 0.05, and x = 0.7 and z = 0.08. However, for this thesis the zones which 
contain a majority Ir are of primary interest due to the well-established role of IrOx in 





Figure 7.3. Ternary density plot CSCC for the Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy coatings measured on 316 
SS substrates.  
 
 
7.1.2 Summary and Conclusions 
 The microstructures and electrochemical performance have been examined for the 
Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy system. Similar to the ternary oxides the films adopt the microstructure 
of the nearest endmember oxide when in terminal solid solution range. Additionally, the 
presence of Pd was successful in preventing the domination of nanoflake growth in the 




7.2 Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhz Oxide Thin Films 
 In the following sections the characterization of Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhzOy thin films 
deposited by combinatorial synthesis as outlined in section 3.4.3 is discussed. 
Approximately 50 unique compositions were characterized from one deposition. The 
CSCC was measured on the as-deposited Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhzOy films deposited on 316 SS 
substrates.  
7.2.1 Results and Discussion 
 The range of microstructures that develop in the Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhzOy  ternary metal 
oxide system is represented in Figs. 7.4. In all measured compositions, the growth of 
nanoflake microstructure was diminished (as shown in Fig. 7.4a) or suppressed 
altogether, as shown in Fig. 7.4a. The resultant microstructure is similar to the previously 
observed mixed nano-spherical/nanoflake grain clusters for films close to this primary 
solubility limit line. Thus, for Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhzOy compositions where x < 0.12, nanoflake 
microstructure would likely dominate. This value is near the other primary solubility 
limits observed for Pd containing binary and ternary metal oxides. More favorable 
microstructures grow at higher Rh concentrations (x ≥ 0.13, z ≥ 0.12) as shown in Fig. 
7.4b. This intermediary microstructure, similar to that of the other binary and ternary 
metal oxide systems is characterized by small clusters of nano-spherical grains. Similar to 
previous observations in the binary and ternary metal oxides, the microstructure of the 
Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhzOy  adopts that of closest endmember single or binary metal oxide at the 
primary solid solution ranges. This is shown in the Figs. 7c and 7d, which demonstrate 
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that the Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhzOy films adopt microstructural characteristics resembling that of the 




Figure 7.4. SEM micrographs of Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhzOy deposited on 316 SS substrates with  (a) 
x = 0.12, z = 0.07 (b) x = 0.13, z = 0.12, (c) x = 0.92, z =0.02, and (d) x = 0.21, z = 0.59. 
 
 
 The CSCC of the various compositions of Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhzOy are presented in the 
ternary density plot shown in Fig. 7.5. The high CSCC region in which Ir is the dominant 
metal are identified to be between 0.13 ≤ x ≤ 0.40, and = 0.04 ≤ z ≤ 0.20. This region 
has microstructure similar to what is presented in Fig. 7.4a and 7.4b, and the intermediate 
solid solution microstructures (i.e., Fig. 7.2). An additional high CSCC compositional 
region of interest where Pd is the dominant metal exists between  0.50 < x < 0.60 and 
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0.03 < z < 0.16, with microstructure resembling the intermediate solid solution 








7.2.2 Summary and Conclusions 
 Similar to the Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy system, the Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhzOy system is able to 
suppress nanoflake growth partially or completely in all compositions investigated. The 
low solute concentrations required for nanoflake suppression is presumably due to the 
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presence of Pd. The mechanisms behind the microstructural changes are believed to be 
largely identical to those previously described for the binary metal oxide films (Section 
6.1.1). Additionally, when x ≥ 0.13 nanoflake microstructure is suppressed completely in 
the Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhzOy  system. The range of compositions and corresponding 
microstructures which have exceptional electrochemical performance have been 
identified to be 13 ≤ x ≤ 0.40, and = 0.04 ≤ z ≤ 0.20 for Ir-dominant compositions, and 
0.50 ≤ x ≤ 0.60, and 0.03 ≤ z ≤ 0.16 for Pd-dominant compositions.  
7.3 Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhz Oxide Thin Films 
 In the following sections the characterization of Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhzOy thin films 
deposited by combinatorial synthesis as outlined in section 3.4.3 is discussed. 
Approximately 90 unique compositions were characterized from two depositions. The 
CSCC was measured on the as-deposited Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhzOy films deposited on 316 SS 
substrates.  
7.3.1 Results and Discussion 
 The microstructures representative of the Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhzOy system are presented in 
Fig. 7.6. For a large range of compositions, the microstructure is dominated by nanoflake 
or a combination of nanoflake and nano-spherical grain growth as is depicted in Fig. 7.6a. 
Intermediary compositions where x > 0.15 and z < 0.15, and x > 0.20 and z < 0.34 
develop the familiar nanosized grain clusters shown in Fig. 7.6b. The Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhzOy  
films begin to adopt the microstructure of the single and binary metal oxide endmembers 
as composition approaches the primary solid solution range as shown in Fig. 7.6c and 




Figure 7.6. SEM micrographs of Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhzOy deposited on 316 SS substrates 
synthesized at 30 mTorr and 20% OPP with RuxRhz content of (a) x = 0.08, z = 0.34 (b) x 
= 0.17, z = 0.33, (c) x = 0.82, z =0.06, and (d) x = 0.08, z = 0.55. 
 
 
 A large amount of the Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhzOy compositions develop nanoflake 
microstructure. This compositional range is depicted in the shaded regions of the ternary 
CSCC diagram shown in  Fig. 7.7. Many of the Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhzOy compositions which 
contain a majority of Ir are within the shaded region. Despite this, four compositional 
ranges are identified which still possess exceptional electrochemical characteristics with 
only one containing a majority Ir content. These ranges include 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.27 and 0.14 
≤ z ≤ 0.24 (majority Ir), 0.36 ≤ x ≤ 0.45 and  0.25 ≤ z ≤ 0.47, 0.01 ≤ x ≤ 0.15 and 0.52 
≤ z ≤ 0.71, and 0.04 ≤ x ≤ 0.10 and 0.74 ≤ z ≤ 0.82. The high CSCC found at higher Rh 
content is promising as it may suggests that the Rh benefits electrochemically from both 




Figure 7.7. Ternary density plot CSCC for Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhzOy measured on 316 SS 




7.3.2 Summary and Conclusions 
 The Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhzOy system possesses many compositional regions which show 
excellent electrochemical performance; however, this is hindered by the simultaneous 
development of nanoflake microstructure in many of these zones. For an Ir-based 
electrode/microelectrode coating the Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhzOy system is not ideal due to the 
prevalence of the mechanically unfavorable nanoflake microstructure. Nonetheless many 
regions have been identified which do not develop nanoflake microstructure while still 
maintaining high electrochemical performance. These include a region where Ir has a 
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slight majority in composition, an intermediate region where materials are well mixed, 
and two regions where Rh-content is dominant.  
7.4 Ternary Metal Oxide Thin Films Summary and Conclusions 
 Several compositional regions in the ternary metal oxide systems were overlooked 
as a consequence of the gradient limits of the combinatorial method used. A few notable 
regions include the higher Ir content and higher Ru content regions for the 
Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy system and the higher Ir-Rh and higher Rh content regions for the 
Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhzOy system.  Nonetheless, the compositions that were investigated suggest 
that the ternary metal oxides can provide favorable microstructure and enhanced 
electrochemical properties over their single metal oxide endmembers. However, the 
compositional space where films possess favorable properties is considerably smaller for 
the Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhzOy system due to prolific nanoflake growth. This is contrasted by the 
much larger favorable compositional space in the ternary metal oxide systems which 
contain Pd. This tendency for the Pd-containing ternary metal oxide systems is owed to 
the fact that much lower solute concentrations are required to induce non-nanoflake 
growth. Thus, the presence of Pd is considered to be a key component for the 
enhancement of film properties for the ternary metal oxides. The compositional regions 
which outright suppress nanoflake microstructure have been identified and are provided 
in Table 7.1. As previously stated, these ranges are particularly sizable in systems which 
contain Pd due to its demonstrated ability to suppress nanoflake growth at comparatively 
lower solute concentrations.  
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 Of the three ternary metal oxide systems investigated, the Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy shows 
the most promise as an implantable neural interface coating due to its high 
electrochemical performance and desirable microstructure, this is followed by 
Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhzOy system for similar reasons, and least of all the Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhzOy system 
due to the prevalence of nanoflake growth over large compositional ranges. While not 
explicitly investigated, the CSCC as a function of thickness for the ternary metal oxide 
films is likely to follow a similar trend to those observed in the binary metal oxide films. 
This assumption is based on the microstructural similarities observed between the binary 
and ternary metal oxide systems. However, it is uncertain whether the combination of 
three PGMs would further the enhance the electrochemical performance of films over the 








Ternary System Non-Nanoflake Regions 
Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy x ≥ 0.16, z ≥ 0.05 
Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhzOy x ≥ 0.14, z ≥ 0.04 
Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhzOy x ≥ 0.23 or z ≥ 0.50 
a






Summary, Future Work, and Concluding Remarks 
8.1 Summary 
 In this thesis, four single metal PGM oxides, three binary metal oxide systems, 
and three ternary metal oxide systems were synthesized by reactive magnetron sputtering. 
Of the materials investigated, PdO and RhxOy, as well as the binary and ternary metal 
oxide have not been previously considered or investigated for use as electrode coatings 
for implantable neural interface applications. Additionally, the synthesis of the binary and 
ternary metal oxides by reactive magnetron sputtering have never been reported.  
 All single metal oxide films demonstrated a qualitative increase in porosity and 
thereby an increase in the ESA when synthesized at higher WPs. These microstructural 
changes were confirmed by SEM, EIS, and was further supported by ECM. As a result, 
the electrochemical performance was considerably improved and was shown to have a 
strong thickness dependence. Thus, across all single metal oxide systems, synthesis at 30 
mTorr WP and 20% OPP and lower power densities (≤ 4.9 W/cm2) are considered to be 
the optimum synthesis parameters. Furthermore, preliminary cytotoxicity testing suggests 
that all single metal oxide materials are non-cytotoxic in-vitro. This is an important first 
step to fully assessing the biocompatibility of the materials.  Among the single metal 
oxides investigated, the RuOx, IrOx, RhxOy, and PdO were the highest to lowest 
performing electrochemically as measured by their CSCC and impedance.  
 The use of the combinatorial sputtering method allowed for the rapid synthesis of 
hundreds of compositions of materials between the binary and ternary metal oxides from 
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only a handful of depositions. The compositional ranges in which suppressed nanoflake 
growth in the binary and ternary metal oxide solid solutions were identified. It is believed 
these values are related to the solubility limits of the alloying metals and thereby the 
transition from a primary to an intermediary solid solution. Regardless of the underlying 
mechanism behind nanoflake suppression, the films were found to have exceptional 
electrochemical properties and favorable microstructures. Film thickness was shown to 
have a greater influence on electrochemical performance than their single metal oxide 
endmembers. As a result, the binary metal oxide films had to be grown at thicknesses 
generally ≥ 750 nm in order to outperform their single metal oxide endmembers. Among 
the binary metal oxides investigated, it is determined that due to the lower concentration 
of solute needed to suppress nanoflake microstructure while still maintaining high 
electrochemical performance, the Ir(1-x)PdxOy and Ir(1-x)RuxOy systems show significant 
promise for implantable neural interfacing applications.  
 The ternary metal oxides add an additional degree of complexity over the binary 
metal oxide systems. Despite this, similar compositional ranges which suppress nanoflake 
growth while maintaining high electrochemical performance were identified, among the 
three systems the Ir(1-x-z)PdxRuzOy and the  Ir(1-x-z)PdxRhzOy, and Ir(1-x-z)RuxRhzOy are more 
favored due to their near complete suppression of nanoflake microstructure over a 
sizeable range of compositions analyzed.  
8.2 Future Work 
 A considerable amount of research was performed in the investigation of the 
PGM oxides and their mixtures. Despite the scope of the research performed, there is 
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much more to be done. Fortunately, this thesis provides a strong foundation to move 
forward in many directions. This research demonstrated that viability of many newly 
investigated and developed PGM oxide materials for neural interfacing applications 
synthesized over a large parameter space. To this end, the following sections provide 
several routes to further investigate these materials. 
8.2.1 Microelectrode Development 
 Ultimately the goal for the materials investigated in this thesis is to use them as 
neural interface electrode/microelectrode coatings to enhance charge exchange between 
the electrode-tissue interface. To this end the oxides investigated in this thesis must still 
be investigated for use on microelectrodes. In order to fully demonstrate the viability as 
implantable neural interface coatings it is critical to develop industrially relevant 
microelectrode and microelectrode arrays to fully test the feasibility of these materials. 
8.2.2 Biocompatibility Testing 
 The research presented in this thesis would benefit from further biocompatibility 
testing. This could come in several forms. The first is an in-vitro fibroblast study in order 
to understand how the body may heal around an electrode coated with the many newly 
investigated and developed materials presented in this thesis. The second is pulse testing 
at biologically relevant pulse widths and intensities, as well as recording of relevant 
tissues and cells in-vitro. The final phase would be in-vivo testing of the materials from 
both a cytotoxic perspective as well as a from a functional device aspect, effectively a 




8.2.3 Ternary Metal Oxide Thickness Dependence 
 The compositional ranges of the ternary metal oxides which suppress nanoflake 
growth with high CSC have been identified. It is this author opinion however that the 
ternary metal oxides are largely redundant. Nonetheless, in order to fully compare the 
single, binary, and ternary metal oxides, additional depositions are recommended to study 
the thickness dependence of the ternary metal oxides.  
8.3 Concluding Remarks 
 As standalone oxides, the IrOx and RuOx systems are the most viable while the 
RhxOy and PdO are least viable for neural interfacing applications based on 
electrochemical performance and ignoring the presence of nanoflake microstructure. 
However, the viability of the materials does change when considering the binary and 
ternary metal oxide systems. This is especially the case for the comparatively low 
performing PdO, which becomes pivotal in suppressing nanoflake growth in the binary 
and ternary metal oxide systems while maintaining high electrochemical performance. As 
a consequence, Pd is an invaluable alloying metal for the development of the binary and 
ternary metal oxide electrode coatings. RuOx and  Ir(1-x)RuxOy  had the highest 
electrochemical performance for the single and binary metal oxides, respectively. The 
performance in addition to the desirable microstructural characteristics demonstrates 
these materials are worthwhile further investigating.  
 Until this moment the cost of materials has been excluded from any discussion in 
this thesis. However, from a scalability standpoint it should be noted that the cost of Rh 
metal is substantially greater than the other three precursor PGMs (186). Considering the 
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electrochemical performance of RhxOy as a standalone single metal oxide, and the high 
concentrations required to suppress nanoflake growth in the binary and ternary metal 
oxides, along with its cost, the RhxOy and Rh containing binary and ternary metal oxide 
systems are considered to be the least viable materials for use an electrode/microelectrode 
coating for implantable neural interfacing applications.  
 From an industrial and scalability standpoint, the oxide materials can be 
synthesized by reactive magnetron sputtering by many different magnetron 
configurations. The magnetron configuration utilized is normally dependent upon the 
geometry of the electrode. For instance, planar electrodes can be coated using high 
throughput planar (187,188) and cylindrical rotating cathode systems (189,190). More 
complicated geometries such as a stent electrode can be coated with a hollow cathode 
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